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ABOUT THE PROJECT
In 2017 MESA 10 organization from Bratislava, Slovakia in partnership with Center for EuroAtlantic Studies (CEAS) from Belgrade, Serbia implemented fourth round of Student debates, a
project implemented with the support of National Endowment for democracy from USA.

The project aims at promoting democratic values, strengthening debating skills and encouraging
independent and critical thinking among university students from Slovakia, Serbia, Moldova,
Montenegro and Bosnia and Herzegovina. Activities of this project included: two rounds of
the debates among 35 students from participated universities, one in December 2016 held
in Slovakia and one in April 2017 held in Belgrade; tailor made online lectures by experts
in various fields aiming to help students to prepare for the debates; survey collected at the
participating universities on the topics of NATO and EU integration, Russia and its efforts to
influence Balkan countries; Current security threats; political situation in the EU, etc. and
publishing of the results of the surveys in a form of online and printed handout at the two
presentation events one to be held in Podgorica (Montenegro) and other in Chișinău (Moldova);
and presentation of publication with the essays on the debate topics, composed by university
students and professors.
One of the goals of this project was focused on making connections between students from the
participating universities in order to share experiences as well as making quality institutional
connection and collaboration with the universities, its professors and university coordinators.

The debate topics were following: Significance of Chancellor Merkel congratulating the
President-elect Trump and meaning of her statement and expectations of cooperation between
EU and new administration of the United States; Increased number of pro-Russian electoral
candidates in the elections of the EU member countries and its effect on the EU; The effects of
the Brexit; The expectations of the May NATO leaders summit in Brussels; Income of Presidential
elections in France and Germany.
In this publication MESA 10 and Center for Euro-Atlantic Studies (CEAS) present essays
written by professors and students of the Universities participating in the project - “Promoting
Democratic Values among Youth”.

The topics of these essays include the question of the future relationship of Europe and the
United States, the issues and consequences of the presidential elections in France and Germany,
the issue of Brexit, but also the question of the future of the NATO alliance, the increase in
the number of pro-Russian politicians in certain countries as well as its consequences for the
cooperation with the European Union and the issue of a unified EU position towards Russia, etc.

The Universities that participated in the creation of this publication are the University of
Belgrade (Faculty of Political Sciences), University of Novi Sad (Faculty of Philosophy),
Comenius University of Bratislava and Matej Bel University of Banska Bystrica (Faculty of
Political Sciences and International Relations), International University of Sarajevo (Bosnia and
Herzegovina), University of Montenegro (Montenegro) and the Academy of economic studies
Chisinau (Moldova).
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GEOPOLITICS THROUGH EYES OF FIVE
JOURNALISTS TO BE AND OUR DEBATE
EXPERIENCE
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Teodora Ćurčić

University of Novi Sad

“He who cannot put his thoughts on ice should not enter into the heat of dispute”, said Friedrich
Nietzsche, and similar thoughts come to our minds when we heard that we are chosen to be a
part of a debate team for our Faculty. Are we smart, knowledgeable and bold enough to express
our thoughts regarding worlds politics? As it turned out, we are.
Debate rules were simple: seven teams of five members, with previously set topics, talking about
geopolitical issues and encouraging independent and critical thinking. And when you look at it
that way: that’s all a part of our future careers, since debate teams were consisted of journalists
to be and students of political sciences.

“As future journalists, we are really supposed to have our opinion on these topics: EU. NATO,
Brexit, presidential elections that may influence the entire world, USA politics, especially in
context of new president-elect Donald Trump, so I had no problem with our knowledge in
these fields. The thing that caught us off guard was: last four years our professors are teaching
us how to be professional in our job, and they always explain that everything we write about
must be based on the facts, and not our personal opinion. We must offer facts, and not just our
observations”, considers Dunja Funduk, one of the members of a debate team from Novi Sad. In
the beginning, we thought that the accent for this project is to express our thoughts, but in the
meantime, we figured out that more important is just to maintain a dialogue.
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“This was an awesome opportunity for me to learn something new, but not in a classic, strict
way we do in classes, but to read and explore” said Nikola Jekic, one of the debaters, “it’s not that
common to be engaged in a project that covers these topics in this way. As much as I enjoyed
going through Guardian to cover all the angles of these stories, I enjoyed talking about it with
my peers”, concluded Nikola.

Several questions and topics were covered during both cycles of the debate: NATO summit,
presidential elections In Germany and France, EU policy towards Russia and United States,
Brexit and a trend of increasing the pro-Russian aspirations across Europe. None of them is
directly connected to our everyday life in Serbia, but for sure it has significant influence on it.
As some of us explained in our exposures, geopolitical topics strongly affect life of people across
the world.
“When Brexit happened, it didn’t directly affect my everyday life”, says Mia Maras, another team
member from Novi Sad. “but definitely I can see and impact for the future. Although Serbia is
trying to become part of the European Union, public opinion is not clearly defined yet. There is
a big group of people who consider that becoming a part of EU is not smart diplomatic move, so
Brexit encouraged them to speak louder. Serbia’s foreign policy did not change because of that,
but it could in some upcoming elections and referendum. That’s why these topics, although not
part of our everyday life, are important to all of us in Serbia, and they could change our lives
significantly”, thinks Mia and finds this a cause that we were prepared for the debate at the point
when we just heard about it.

We talked about nationalism, raising populism and far-right parties in Europe. We agreed that
the situation is not looking very good, and, in the meantime, is not become any better. The
past year has been a boost to these anti-EU, anti-immigration parties, which have rushed to
capitalize on economic, political and ethno-nationalist frustrations. In the months ahead, some
of the most well-known populist far-right politicians will see if their rising public support can
actually translate into political power. Although these parties are promoting a narrative of a
surging silent majority that will upend “elite” politicians and return power to their narrowly
defined version of “the people,” there is nothing inevitable about the populist far-right’s rise.
Far-right parties have big influence, so, even when populist don’t win they can still manage to
shape the policies of those who do win. Presidential campaign in the United States was of keen
interest to entire world. All these topics were also subject for the second part of the debate:
follow up questions.
“Follow up questions were maybe a challenge for me, but certainly it was interesting answering
to these questions. Audience from all the universities was asking questions, and they were
far more concrete, so also harder to answer to”, thinks Milana Milovanov, another member of
the team from University of Novi Sad, “but we could also learn a lot from them: concrete topic
someone picks and finds relevant, the way they form the question can tell us a lot, and I do find
it interesting. All of us have our opinions about this matter, but as future journalists, we are
obliged to listen to other people and their opinions and learn from them as well. That’s why I
enjoyed the follow up question part of the debate” says Milana.

The key word in terms of geopolitical relations and current and future elections is change.
People are not satisfied and they are voting for change-starting from Brexit, Trump, Marine Le
Pen or elections across the entire Europe: people want a part of their life to be changed: whether
they are not satisfied with the money they earn, or they are afraid of terrorist and possibly (but
not correctly) relate this to migrant crisis, or they are just tired of political establishment, they
are looking for an alternative. We agreed that this will be the starting point for our research,
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so we could try understanding changes in the entire world, different as it is, but also thinking
about them as related.

So, in the meantime, changes happened in our team. Dunja had to leave, and we are more than
proud to say that she found her first job, and our coworker Renata stepped in, fitting in so
quickly.
“I was nervous before the debate in Belgrade. As well as my coworkers, I’m interested in
geopolitical issues, I read about that, I watch the news, but it’s not the easiest thing to express
your thoughts on them. My friends told me I should just go with the flow, and not worry too
much about details: this project, in the end, aims to strengthen our democratic skills. And it
turned out to be an awesome experience”, thinks Renata Trajkovic, a member of a debate team
from Novi Sad.

One more thing we are feeling grateful about is that we were able to express our genuine
thoughts on these matters, without our professor or anyone else telling us what we “should”
thing. But, the thing is that there is no right answer. This project reminded how geopolitical
issues are relevant for each of us, that we are, especially as future journalists, are obligated to
thing about them and talk about them between each other. We made new contacts across the
EU, made new memories, travelled… but we agreed that maybe the most valuable thing is that
this debate was a boost for our future projects, and that it showed our that we are qualified and
educated enough to express our thoughts and be equal with our peers across Europe.
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QUO VADIS THE FRANCO-GERMAN ALLIANCE?
Simona Fejová
Mgr.

For Europeans, 2017 is considered as a crucial year with elections coming up in many European
countries. In France, the Presidential elections have already taken place this May and in Germany,
the parliamentary elections will be held in September. According the experts in International
relations questions, both the elections are regarded as an enormous challenge not only to the
French-German alliance, but also to the European Union as a unit. So I am asking myself, why are
the elections particularly in these two European countries so important to us? Can German and
French candidates modify the European path or we will experience the new trends of raising
populism and nationalism? To sum it up: what lies ahead of us?

First of all, let me start with a brief explanation of the importance of the French- German
alliance to the European Union. The reason is very clear, it is just necessary to look back at
the history of the establishment of the predecessor of what today is European Union - the
European community of coal and steel. In 1952, the first European community was established
(ECCS) and we have to emphasize that it was the initiative of the French-German duo which
was at the origin of the European project. The German chancellor Conrad Adenauer, the French
Minister of Foreign Affairs Robert Schuman and the French diplomat and political economist
Jean Monnet prepared a plan aimed at a reduction of mutual antagonism between the countries
by placing their supplies of coal and steel under one common authority - that´s how the ECCS
was established. As time was passing by, the mutual cooperation between these two European
giants has become so strong and tight, that nowadays we recognize the French-German alliance
as a basic pillar and the engine of European integration which determines its main direction.
As long as the engine is running, there is almost no element which can represent a threat to the
organization´s unity or which can significantly change the future direction of the organization.
However, what if the engine stops working and when can this situation occur?
This situation has almost occurred in 2017. The victory of Donald Trump in American
Presidential elections, the BREXIT vote and not very successful migration policy of Angela
Merkel significantly influenced the feelings of Europeans and fuelled a wave of nationalism and
populism among them. All that could see a several key elections won by right-wing populist
parties: Le Front National and Marine Le Pen in France; the AfD and Frauke Petry in Germany
or the Netherlands´ the Geert Wilders. Victories for such parties could spark slate of Brexitstyle referendums and put end to multiculturalism and globalization which might break the
members´ unity and lead to the end of the European´s union. I should like to remind us, that two
of three candidates are fighting chance of winning power in the countries which are not only
members but also the founders of the European project. After the elections in France there was
relief that anti-EU and anti-globalization programmes were defeated.
In France, surprisingly, the primaries, which took place in autumn 2016, indicated a kind of
change for the future of the French policy. For the first time in history, they knocked out not
only the ex-president Nicolas Sarkozy but also the acting president Francois Hollande + showed
such a great support to the extremist party - the Front National that her frontrunner got into the
second round of the elections. Thankfully, the race for the Front National and Marine Le Pen was
lost out to independent centrist Emanuel Macron in the final duel for the French Presidency.

The majority of his voters directly supported his policy platform for free market, globalization,
pro-business reform and his promises to energize the European Union. The rest, which came
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from other parties across the political spectrum and turned out not in complete support of
his programme, elected him in order to stop the spreading of extremism in France. Noting the
alarming situation among the French citizens, a former economy minister has promised to do
everything to make sure the French never have reason again to show their dissatisfaction by
voting for extremes. However, firstly he has to win a parliamentary majority for his fledgling
political movement En Marche! in legislative elections this month - without majority he will not
be able to carry out his manifesto promises.

On the other side, we also have to admit that Marine Le Pen´s score marked a historical high
point for the French right. The leader of National Front attracted the French voters with her
policy based on the French identity and culture + on ideas that the Brexit vote was the most
important event since the fall of the Berlin Wall and that Trump´s victory as an additional
stone in the building of a new world. As we could see, Le Pen was fighting to achieve a similar
earthquake in France.
In the case of her victory, the change of the main direction of the French foreign policy towards
the French-German tandem and towards the European Union would be more than sure. We
could expect the return to nationalist-populist policy based on pushing ahead the national
interests which would - in some cases- lead to the misunderstanding with its main partner in
Europe - Germany. The mutual cooperation would be weakened and in the worst-case scenario,
the partnership (lasting since the end of the World War 2) would be destroyed.

Paying attention to issues related to her attitude towards the European Union policy, almost
every European leader was pretty scared of the future of the organization. Talking about Le
Pen´s policy orientation towards the European Union, her victory would include leaving the
euro currency and an attempt to radically change the European union to a loose cooperative
of countries, which means no more euro, border free area, budget rules or pre-eminence of EU
law. In the case her attempt would not be successful, her plan B was to hold a vote on European
Union membership – so called Frexit. In my opinion, the probability of successful referendum is
very law because of politically and legislatively difficult situation there.
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To sum it up, Marine Le Pen was defeated in the final battle. One of her disadvantage was the
previous candidacy of her father Jean-Marie Le Pen and the fact that the majority of French
citizens remember this former leader of the Front National. The convinced racist, who according
to several newspapers stated that the Nazi gas chambers were a detail of history, was defeated
in the second round of the Presidential elections in 2002 by Jacques Chirac. Despite the fact,
she did denounce her father´s comments, effectively expelled him of the party and began to
distance itself from such a controversial issues, she could not get rid of the suspicious. The
information about the past of her father mixed with the growing pressure on voters to decide
wisely on a “choice of civilizations“ led to a choice of European union, eurozone, borderless
business culture, free movement of people, Christianity and globalism.
Looking at the parliamentary elections in Germany, the situation there is more ,,under control´´.
A threat to the future of European Union and to the future cooperation of French-German
tandem is kept to a minimum. According the latest polls, the Alternative for Germany (AfD),
the party which hoped to make gains in the wake of the migrant crisis, the Brexit vote and
Trump´s success in the elections, gained only 10% of voter support. Merkel´s conservative block
– Christian Democratic Union and its Christian Social Union sister party are leading in the polls
with 37% support. The Social Democrats are at 27% support – 7% increase since the revelation
of his standing.
The experts on German political system predict that the Germans will choose one of two proEuropean and pro-French candidates: former European Parliament President Martin Schulz /
three times re-elected German chancellor Angela Merkel. Both options are welcomed and mean
the continuity of foreign policy of country.

Now it is important to pose to question whether Angela Merkel will regain her power. Despite
her not very successful migration policy, she is still very popular and a majority of voters support
the idea of her remaining the Chancellor. It is probable, that she will not reach the needed level
to govern the country alone and the grand coalition will be created – the Christian Democrats
and SDP.
To sum it up and answer the question what lies ahead of us: right now we can say that the future
is optimistic and based on the continuity of European integration path, safe and secure Europe,
a prosperous and sustainable Europe, a social Europe and a stronger Europe on the global scene.
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BREXIT WEAKENED BOTH THE EUROPEAN
UNION AND THE UNITED KINGDOM. LOOKING
AHEAD, DO YOU BELIEVE THAT NEXT YEAR,
WE WILL HAVE A STRONGER UNION – OR ON
THE CONTRARY, THE EUROPEAN UNION WILL
BECOME EVEN WEAKER?
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Augustin Ignatov

Student, researcher, Centre for Studies in European Integration,
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova

It was the working classes who voted for us to leave because they were economically disregarded
and it is they who will suffer most in the short term from the dearth of jobs and investment. They
have merely swapped one distant and unreachable elite for another.
— Anonymous, via Facebook
Certainly, the political and economic relations between the European Union and the United
Kingdom are not going to be the same. We should respect the decision of the UK to leave as it
was adopted through a referendum, one of the most important democratic instruments used
to consult the opinion of the people. Despite the populist tint of the campaign the message of
the people is evident. We can agree, disagree, accept or reject the fact is that the UK leaves the
community. The first move has been made, the UK left, both the EU and UK became weaker
as economic ties have been broken and political climate worsen. The next step should be
undertaken by the European Union. This is the crucial turn-point which can decide the destiny
of 500 million European citizens living in 28 nations.

A question arise will the European Union become stronger or weaker due to the decision of
UK to leave. I would say that each situation brings opportunities and if properly managed the
UK leave can be transformed to a success of the EU to the benefit of European citizens. Frankly
speaking, a decision of a nation must not worsen the overall wellbeing of 27 other countries and
living there citizens. Therefore, it is required that the EU and the remaining nations to be precise
in their decisions. If the European Union wants to become stronger than the EU institutions
should assume more responsibilities from the member states delegating them. If the national
governments would be reticent in regarding delegating more enforcement to EU institutions
than the future of the Community is under question mark.
I believe that the European Union will choose to become stronger as under the communitarian
umbrella all countries have to benefit from. The EU will chose the path to consolidate the
institutions as to absorb a certain amount of decision making responsibility from national
governments and, therefore, the integrational character in the community will get rather
a federalist direction. This fact will empower the communitarian efforts in reducing the
existing disparities among countries and therefore create a more stable fundament for future
cooperation. The benefits the member states of the European Union will obtain to greater or
lower extent will overpass the costs and the population and businesses will have only to win,
less the national bureaucratic systems. Further, there are provided 5 main reasons why the
European Union will become stronger and more efficient and effective in promoting policies
and implement them.
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Firstly, the goal of the European Union is to reach complete politic and economic integration
among the member nations. The leave of the UK will foster this process of integration as the
Kingdom has always had rather a contrary attitude towards almost all initiatives to enlarge
the integration due to its interests. I would specify just some of them starting with the “eurosceptics” of the 70’s when famous “Labour manifesto” was published stating the anti-federalist
attitude of Britain towards EEC. By opting for “opt out close” from the Maastricht Treaty, the UK
did not join Eurozone and therefore the integration into EU was stopped at the level of common
market. The Britain’s opposition towards continental Europe has more examples when the UK
tried rather to respect its interests in detriment of other nations of EU. In such a way, by leaving
the Kingdom opened a “wide door” for other nations to comply deeper with the communitarian
agreements.

Second advantage the European Union will report and therefore become stronger regards
the decrease in the role of London as a trade and investment center of the World. By properly
managing the EU policies in the field of finance and trade, than other cities of continental Europe
can re-enforce their capacities in attracting investments and establish trade transactions by
widely exploiting the vacuum created by UK leave. Why this situation will happen? The answer
is simple, when companies think about launching their activities on a market they first of
all regard the profitability. If trade and investments regulations are established between the
European Union and the United Kingdom then the UK market will be less attractive as compared
to the European one due to its smaller size and poor accessibility to other regions. The UK
will no longer attract traders and investors which want to enter EU market through “off-shore”
regulations as no more membership in the community market the UK will hold so far.
Third reason why the European Union will become stronger regards expansion into Balkans and
Eastern Europe. By integrating closer these nations and developing closer cooperation it will be
possible that the European Union companies to exploit the cost benefits these economies can
offer. The EU will certainly try to deepen the cooperation with these nations to assure border
stability and improve image and the status of the community. By enforcing cooperation with its
neighbors the European Union will strengthen its external policy and therefore the promote
community’s interests more efficiently.

The fourth reason why the European Union will get stronger from UK’s leave regards the drying
out of Kingdom’s companies from the European market. So, the UK firms which developed their
activity in the EU market of 450 million consumers will face more restrictions and barriers
and the local communitarian firms can dry them out conquering the vacuums on the market.
The cost of the EU will resume at the loss of 60 million UK market. In these conditions greater
economic growth of the community can be expected as the internal business activity will be reenforced.

Last advantage which will make stronger the European Union regards the commutation of the
economic, political and cultural weight center. It will be shifted to the remaining countries and
to the Eastern European Union member states as the cooperation will be oriented towards
developing these regions. Therefore, the cohesion process among the regions of the European
Union will be enforced too as more economic benefits will be reported by them. The regions will
have a greater socio economic influence as in this direction will be allocated more investments
towards infrastructure, businesses and public expenditures.
In conclusion, I would say that despite the negative influence of the UK leave, this event will
strengthen the cooperation among the remaining nations with beneficial effects upon their
economic development. The part of the continental EU market lost by UK will re-enforce the
business activity all across the community as no more free duty exports will be granted for UK
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producers who due to populism will face regress. The European Union decision making factors
should have a pragmatic attitude towards economic relations with the UK, which should respect
firstly the communitarian interests based on cost-benefit analysis.

I believe that the European Union will manage to consolidate its positions on the internal
market as well as succeed in strengthening its institutions to the benefit of the remaining
nations. The UK leave should be the trigger to re-enforce the reformation of the community
and stimulate more efforts as to be directed towards reaching full integration of the EU market
free of disparities. The opinion of UK people expressed through democratic exercise should be
respected. Yet, this fact does not mean that the European Union in relation with UK should act
in its detriment. I believe that Brexit is one step backward for the relations between the UK and
EU. EU has more to win due to its economic power and well established foreign and economic
policies.

Frankly speaking, borders among people only lead to lower efficiency due to higher economic
costs, smaller professional specialization and reduced competition which is known as the driver
of progress. The EU should look forward in consolidating itself to tackle in the best way the
arising global challenges.
As the quote above states the working people will have to lose most from the UK leave as they
followed populists which only opted for getting at power at any costs. It is a way of saying
destroying a nation for the sake of personal pride.
The idea of European Union was born in the hardest times when Europe was destroyed. It
represents cooperation and understanding among people for the sake of brighter future.
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RECONCILIATION IN POST-CONFLICT SOCIETIES
THROUGH EDUCATION
Nerkez Opacin

Abstract
Terms such as transitional justice, dealing with the past, and reconciliation are well known
and widely used in post-conflict societies such as Bosnia and Herzegovina. While tremendous
improvements have been made in these areas, at times the situation seems hopeless and as
if there is no progress to be made anymore. Bosnia-Herzegovina appears gridlocked with
little prospect for improvement. Recent studies have shown that a high number of postwar
generations are not willing to engage in transitional justice initiatives. The main purpose for
the summer school programs is to educate young people from all backgrounds about dealing
with the past, research on transitional justice and post-conflict reconciliation. This educational
experience aims at developing and enhancing youth’s knowledge, skills and capacities. We
present a case study explaining how both the idea and the practice of a summer school program
in transitional justice successfully addresses the issues of reconciliation among youth and
makes a positive contribution in Bosnia and Herzegovina as well as Southeast European region.
This article was first published in a book of proceedings of the third International Summer
School “Learning from the Past.”
The purpose of this article is to explore how a post-war society like Bosnia and Herzegovina
(BiH) deals with its past through education. The goal of the educational program is to examine
the trends and phenomena on how and what we can learn from the past in order to confront
the challenges in the present. By providing examples of other peace building approaches and
actions, this article will apply an integrative interdisciplinary perspective drawing on a variety
of disciplinary approaches inherent to existing methodological frameworks of social sciences.
Terms such as transitional justice, dealing with the past and reconciliation are already well
known and well used in a postwar post-conflict society such as BiH. There have been tremendous
improvements made in that regard. Still, it seems as if the country is at a standstill. The question
that arises is what could lead to this status quo that the country is facing and whether there is
any possibility for improvement when it comes to dealing with the past and reconciliation.

One could agree that perpetrators should be held accountable for their crimes, as the right
to justice and the duty to investigate and to prosecute imply; however, criminal trials are not
enough, especially when it comes to reconciliation. Rather than relying only on restorative
justice, post-conflict and post-war societies should aim to educate the youth about conflict and
if necessary about genocide to deal with the past. This might be achieved using a wide range of
instruments for the remembering and discussing of past atrocities, by learning from them and
moving beyond the tragic events in the past in order to achieve lasting peace in BiH and the
region.
Current Trends

Projects and organizations that use education as a tool for reconciliation and long lasting peace
want to deepen the understanding about the post-war situation in communities such as BiH. It
is important to note that it should not serve as a touristic opportunity or the so-called disaster
tourism, but be solely related to the learning experience. The aim is not to attract international
and local people to be interested in BiH due to their unseemly fascination with disaster areas
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out of simple curiosity. Instead participants must be carefully selected to show background
knowledge in education, restorative justice, post-genocide studies and other relevant fields.
More than learning about what happened, the ultimate aim should be to contribute to conflictprevention and peace building as a whole.

The current focus by many national and international organizations is on the youth in BiH. A
team of the University of Edinburgh, the Center for Empirical Studies of Religion in BiH, the
Peace Building Network and the Helsinki Citizens’ Assembly Banja Luka recently conducted
a survey on the positions of citizens towards reconciliation and confidence building in 13
cities in BiH, which showed that young people who were born after the war are less likely to
support reconciliation than the people who actually experienced the war. This information
was surprising to many; one reason for which may be that at this point of time the country is
very much divided among the ethnic lines. Babies and children are born and brought up into a
homogeneous society without experiencing contact with the ‘other’. They are only fed with their
own stories and what their family, neighbors and friends told them, without the possibility to
question anything. Fear and hatred is growing again because of this phenomenon of showing
only one side of the story.
The next generation will always be key to resolving conflicts, as such, we need to think carefully
about how to personally engage students in teaching and learning about the past. There is a
growing importance of narratives and how they can be used as a tool in teaching peace and
conflict studies as shown by an increase in activities related to the use of such elements in
different organizations throughout BiH.

Therefore, various organizations aim to actively engage the youth to create a space for
constructive dialogue and argument by sharing new perspectives, views and reflecting critically
on one’s own past and that of others. When young people are engaged with the past, they
can share perspectives and create new perceptions on the history. They can critically mirror
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on public cultures of memory, which in turn increases their understanding of the role and
responsibility of memorialization. By promoting reflection on the past it contributes to the
creation of trust between individuals and societies from dissimilar backgrounds, to restore
dialogue and rebuild nonviolent relationships.
Education in BiH

Education has the potential to build the capacities of children, parents, teachers and community
members to prevent, stop, reduce and cope with conflict and to encourage equality and

peace. When it comes to identity formation, state-building and promoting a connected society,
education is very important. But, we have to keep in mind that education can also undermine
all of those processes, especially when it comes to biased curriculum and teaching methods
that encourage social exclusion and stereotypes. That is why it is very important to develop
education in a constructive direction so that it is a driver for peace and development.
Besides that, one of the main reasons why informal schooling is important for BiH is that the
country is facing severe problems when it comes to the educational system. This can be linked
back to the peace agreement, the ethnic division of the country and the fact that education
was not considered as an important element in the process of peace and reconciliation as the
current situation obviously implies. Moreover, it has been neglected to such a level that it is left
to the decision-making bodies of nationalistic politics in each existing Canton in the Federation
and the Republic of Srpska. One of the outcomes of the BiH state structure is that the country
ended up with 13 ministries of education and major education differences exist between all
three main ethnic groups. Furthermore, there is no ministry on the state level. In many parts
of the country, based on their ethnic preference, children attend different schools and follow
different curricula.
This is a major factor for the continuation of division among young people in BiH. Many school
books do not mention the last war in BiH. An analysis conducted of student responses after
being asked on their perception of national and religious identity as well as their view on history
largely depended on the school they attended. There is a visible lack of understanding of the
‘other’ that consequently leads to the lack of knowledge and understanding of the war in the
1990s, as well as the current situation. Still, it is important to note that this survey conducted in
the city of Mostar also showed that there were students who had the strongest wish to integrate
and interact with ‘others.’ These students are from integrated schools and from the international
United World College, which is open to all national groups. Moreover, those students provide the
strongest voices against the separation of schools and the general societal divisions. A possible
reason is the international curricula and the use of different school books and that independent
and critical thinking is emphasized in the classroom.

It is a fact that BiH is facing difficult times when its people cannot rely on educational systems
to implement the proper study of conflict and genocide dealing with the past in the schools and
universities. However, by providing examples of various professors, activists, workshop holders,
NGOs, and similar, we can see that it is possible and that there is an increasing trend where
citizens organize their own educational schemes. It is a first step to perpetual change.
IUS Summer Schools

The international summer school “Learning from the past – 20 Years after the Bosnian War:
Education for Reconciliation and Lasting Peace in Post-conflict Societies” aspires to make
a contribution to the process of dealing with the past, reconciliation and transitional justice
approaches in BiH. This school promotes education as a necessary tool for reconciliation and an
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agent of positive societal change in post-conflict countries by examining the process of learning
from as well as the substance of the past to confront the challenges in the present.

As a member of the International Relations Department, I was tasked to start the summer
school project at IUS in 2014 for the reasons stated above. This international summer school is
the third summer school organized by IUS. The school provides an opportunity for participants
to get together and study with people from diverse countries, cultures and academic disciplines.
It commemorates the events not only by remembering and talking about past atrocities but also
by learning from and moving beyond the tragic events.

The summer school aspires to give an overview of some of the most commonly used tools and
techniques covered by disciplines in the fields of dealing with the past and reconciliation in postconflict societies. With the expertise of the lecturers from the region and beyond, the course
discusses new methods in social sciences research relevant to this important field. The summer
school is organized as a combination of lectures, workshops, excursions, fieldtrips, visiting
official institutions, introduction to governmental and non-governmental organizations and
participation in socio-cultural activities and events. From the list of participants, it can be easily
concluded that it is of particular significance to both participants interested in the region and
those coming from the region itself, considering the recent history of violence perpetuated in
this part of South Eastern Europe. The program promotes both interdisciplinary and disciplinespecific contents and methodological and ethical approaches to researching and facilitating a
positive social change in post-conflict recovery and transitional justice context. Supplementary
relevance of the course is to build regional capacity in the fields targeting professionals and
scholars who are in a position to further transfer their knowledge and experience to their
societies and local communities.
It is important to note the topics that are covered during the summer school show that the idea
of peace education is not apparent and simple as one could imagine. It needs a whole range of
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coverage, such as these examples from the School program: Turning Places of Pain into Places
of Peace; Importance of Education in Post-conflict Societies; Workshop on the pedagogical tool
on the culture of remembrance; Transitional Justice; Dealing with the Past; Reconciliation in
post-conflict societies; The question of whether reconciliation and dealing with the past are
complementary or contradictory processes; Using media in dealing with the past along with
experiential learning approaches (specifically, a trip to Eastern Bosnia).
The Summer School aspires to develop the ability to reflect on major approaches to transitional
justice, reconciliation and communal recovery; to spot important factors relating to risk,
resilience and socio-political context essential for social healing of societies in post-conflict
communities; to increase understanding and appreciation of ethical challenges related to
learning and research in post-conflict societies; to expand knowledge of culturally adequate
techniques and methods and utilizing peer learning approach as community learning with and
from each other as learning outcomes.
Experiential Learning Approach

David Kolb defined the experiential learning process as a process and method in which educators
plan to get involved in direct experience and focus on reflexivity with their students to gain more
knowledge, experience and skills. Study trips are important in the experiential learning process.
It enriches excursions with practice and theory in contributing to education. The co-organizer
of the Summer Schools, Prof. Dr. Hariz Halilovich, had already some profound experience in
bringing students from all over the world to BiH while organizing summer schools. His previous
experience proved so successful giving new ethnographical context to the experiential learning
approach that we decided to join our two programs into one by continuing the IUS summer
schools series by focusing on the experiential learning and learning by doing approach. In
the summer school case study trips will provide the highest level of the experiential learning
process. This way of learning requires the education on the field. Thus, apart from holding
lectures and workshops on the IUS campus, other locations include government ministries,
international organizations, NGOs, Srebrenica Memorial Centre (Potocari) and a post-genocide
community (the village of Klotjevac) in Eastern Bosnia in aiming to pursue the experiential
learning process.
The trip includes but is not limited to visiting Srebrenica where the participants have the
opportunity to meet and talk to the mayor of Srebrenica, Mr. Camil Durakovic and other local
politicians and activists; the multimedia room that comprises materials in audio and visual form
from the ICTY trials and the cemetery for genocide victims, located across the Memorial Centre
in Potocari; the International Commission on Missing Persons in Tuzla to witness and learn
about the identification process of genocide victims; and local NGOs and youth initiatives. An
integral part of the visit to Srebrenica includes a stay at the village of Klotjevac, on the river Drina
and lake Perucac, on the Bosnian-Serbian border, some 25 km away from Srebrenica where the
participants are in contact with lecturers and genocide survivors living in surrounding villages
to see how families who returned to their home villages live twenty years after the genocide
happened. Today there are only twelve people living in the village where over one thousand used
to live before the war. Our host in Klotjevac is the Mesanovic family; one of the few returnees
to the village. This is an additional experience to see how families who returned to their home
villages live twenty years after the genocide happened. Therefore the study consists of lectures
in the open, research based on observation and conversations held with the returnees and other
activities.
It is important to note once again that this summer school wants to contribute to the education
about post-genocide community such is BiH and not as a touristic opportunity or the so-called
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disaster tourism. As was the case with previous programs organized, so is this summer school
part of an accredited program that involves all crucial parts of learning by doing starting first
with theory, workshops, lectures, followed by visiting places, living with returnees, fieldwork
and taking field notes. These field notes should be academic essays submitted at the end
reflecting on observations, dialogues and personal experience and suggesting proposals for
future actions.
Methodology, Effects and Future Aspirations

For the effect to truly take place a follow-up project, workshop or some kind of activity is
recommended. It may be accomplished by tracking individual participants in the next one- to
two-year period. The personal-level further contact is necessary to evaluate the participants’
activities in their local communities and what they do to put the theory of the education they
received through the summer school into practice in their own work.

The summer school starts by a careful participant selection. This is a very important part of the
summer school. As mentioned earlier the selection is based on merit and includes people from
all backgrounds. It is important to include all backgrounds since peace building is everyone’s
matter. Also, the age of the participants is crucial. The aim is to attract people in their twenties
and early thirties who are young enough to learn, but mature enough to have an influence and
take a serious approach to the matter. The important learning experience includes learning
from each other. Therefore, a careful selection of participants is crucial for the overall success
of the program.

Therefore, during the selection process, which lasts a bit over a three-month period, not only is
it important to choose the best possible sample of participants to take part in the program, but
also a sample that would contribute to the program. Unlike many other programs, the selection
process in this one is not concerned if the applicants have some experience with the process
of transitional justice, reconciliation and dealing with the past. On the contrary, it is highly
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recommended to have a wider group of people participate in the program. A group that is very
diverse in their field of interests and expertise is particularly important for the overall success
of the program, since the aim is that all spheres of the society are included in peace building.

The effects of the School on individuals can be traced by following the daily evaluation as well
as the more detailed questionnaire at the end of the program. The said questionnaire was
developed to see the immediate effect of the summer program on the participants. First five
questions are scale-questions that could be answered on the Likert scale. The questions are
related to the program itself, such as “The program was well organized”; “The program met
my educational needs and expectations”; and “I had adequate support and supervision by the
program staff”. Other open-ended questions are about the possible gain of the program; if it met
their expectations; which parts the participants enjoyed the most or least; recommendations
and improvements; and general impression and comments. On an everyday basis, we have
a wall of suggestions where the participants can give their suggestions for improvement or
their likes. In each iteration of the Summer School, the participants’ comments make it very
clear that the group itself contributes greatly to their learning experience as well as the field
trip. The experiential learning process is on the whole deemed beyond their expectations. One
participant said, “The summer school went beyond my expectations, the individuals I’ve met,
both students and professionals, have contributed greatly to my knowledge. The organized field
trips showed true insights of international organizations, NGOs, personal stories and other
programs.” Another participant pointed out the importance of reflexivity by saying, “… I have
gained insight into my
own views, feelings, emotions about the war and its influence on me as a person. In short: soul
searching.” One participant pointed out how this program helped her to change some of the
principles she used during her lectures and that it will definitely contribute to her working
environment once she gets back home.
Due to the physical distance of participants the proposal of how to do the follow up sessions at
first is through online surveys. The questions are straight forward with “yes-” and “no-” answer
options or short-sentence answer options that would try to examine what effect the summer
school has a certain period after it ends and if anything changes in their day-to-day lives. Once
the follow-up examinations are ready, we start to have some kind of sense of what program such
as this can do to participants when it comes to peace building through education. Important to
note is that this paper is a starting point to exploring the impact summer programs as this can
have in the process of peace building in Bosnia and Herzegovina. At this point we can see that
it has great potential, but further steps such as profound evaluations need to take place to see
how truly effective it is in the long run.
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Following the independence referendum held on May 21st 2006, the Government of the
Montenegro assumed competences of defining and conducting foreign policy of Montenegro
as a subject of international law and a sovereign state. Montenegro aligns its foreign policy
with strategic national interests, with due respect given to the processes in the region, broader
context of Europe and to global perspectives. The Government defines the following foreign
policy priorities of Montenegro and one of them was integration into the European Union and
NATO.

After integrations to EU as a most important foreign policy goal, joining NATO was equally
important for Montenegro, because that would guarantee stability and security of the country.
Also, from experience of other Western Europe countries, NATO integration would speed up EU
integration. The priorities of the outside area of the Montenegrin policy are interrelated but the
goal of Montenegro is not only to become a formal member of the Alliance but also to make the
necessary reforms on its path to full membership in order to achieve a certain level of alignment
of its own security system with security systems of other states. After having opted for the
Euro-Atlantic path, Montenegro has begun set of reforms relating to reinforcing the rule of law,
meeting NATO standards and security, sector reforms and fighting corruption and organized
crime. Besides the compliance of security system, the compliance of organizational structure is
also important to the country.
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The beginning of the road of Montenegro towards NATO involves two steps: participation in the
Partnership for Peace (PfP) and participating in the Membership Action Plan (MAP).

Montenegro’s Euro-Atlantic road officially began on November 29th 2006 at the Summit in
Riga when Montenegro received an invitation to join the Partnership for Peace. The country’s
participation in the PfP Planning and Review Process (PARP) helps to develop forces that will
be fully capable of taking part in operations with NATO and partner forces. The framework
document of partnership for peace was signed on December 14th 2006 in Brussels by the
president of Montenegro. This was the first contract signed with the Alliance. During 2007, the
Government of Montenegro adopted a decision on establishment of the Council for Partnership
for Peace and in October of the same year adopted the Communication Strategy on Euro-Atlantic
integration of Montenegro and formed a coordination team for its implementation. Also, during
the 2007 Montenegro has submitted answers to a questionnaire on the Planning and Review
Process (PARP) whose main goal is to help the country to develop military capabilities in order
to help the mission, and ended the production of IPP (Individual Partnership Programme).
By the end of 2007, both programs were harmonized with the Alliance. Montenegro in 2007
established a mission to NATO in Brussels, as well as the Liaison Office at the Supreme
Headquarters Allied Powers Europe in Mons (SHAPE).
During 2008, activities were primarily related to the implementation of programs under
the Partnership for Peace and Individual Partnership Program (IPP), Planning and Review
Process (PARP), Individual Partnership Action Plan (IPAP) and the Intensified Dialogue (ID).
Montenegro contracted its first Individual Partnership Programme (IPP) with NATO in January
2008, which is the base of the program of cooperation between this country and NATO. In
February 2008, NATO approved the start of drafting the Individual Partnership Action Plan
(IPAP) for Montenegro and its Presentation Document was presented in Brussels in March of
the same year.

The main objectives specified with IPAP were divided into four groups: 1. Political and security
issues; 2. The defence, security and military objectives; 3. Informing the public, science, the
environment and issues related to planning and crisis situations; 4. Administrative Affairs
and Security Information. At the Summit in Bucharest in April 2008 Montenegro received an
invitation to begin an Intensified Dialogue about issues that are associated with aspirations
for membership. Intensified Dialogue (ID) is the immediate preparation for candidate status
for membership. After completing the ID Montenegro came to the Membership Action Plan,
which implied integration of all activities of the Member States and the candidate for NATO
membership in the pre-accession process. This process of activity integration would be directed
by NATO and by the candidate countries. At the end of 2008, Prime Minister handed to NATO
Secretary General in writing expressed aspiration for initiation of MAP. At the meeting of the
North Atlantic Council with Montenegro, held on March 9th 2009, the activities carried out and
achieved results of Montenegro under the IPAP and the Intensified Dialogue were positively
assessed. Based on the good results in the field of internal reforms and the participation of
Montenegro in the Partnership for Peace, Montenegro joined the MAP at a meeting of NATO
foreign ministers on December 4th in 2009. The MAP describes the desired profile and
characteristics of a country which aspires to join NATO in five areas: political and social, defence
and military, financial, security and legal issues. After all chapters a candidate country prepares
its Annual National Programme (ANP), which is presented to NATO. Presentation is special
procedure when the ANP for the next calendar year is explained to the representatives of all
Member States. Membership Action Plan was implemented through multiple annual cycles and
after each of them, ministers of foreign affairs and defence presented the results of the reform
program and future activities in front of the North Atlantic Council of NATO, who then evaluated
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individual progress in membership preparation. The Government of Montenegro, on 16th
September 2010, adopted the first Annual National Programme, which was officially presented
in Brussels in October of the same year at a meeting of the North Atlantic Council. In this way,
the first cycle of implementation of the Membership Action Plan officially started. Also, in 2010
The Parliament reached a decision on the involvement of the representatives of the Army of
Montenegro in the ISAF Mission in Liberia and the waters of Somalia. Montenegro sent to the
ISAF mission 25 members of the Army of Montenegro infantry squad, 3 members of the medical
team, 2 headquarters officers and 1 logistics officer. Developing the ability of country forces to
work together with NATO forces is important focus of NATO’s cooperation with Montenegro.
Second Annual National Programme within the Membership Action Plan was adopted in
September 2011. With his presentation in Brussels in October 2011 began the second cycle of
MAP for Montenegro. Then was emphasized that Montenegro has done significant economic,
political and defence reforms in order to approach the Alliance. The second cycle finished in
June 2012.

Third Annual National Programme was adopted in October 2012 and presented in Brussels the
same month. This was the start of the third cycle of MAP which was completed in July 2013.
In this period significant progress has been made in reforms implementation but also was
emphasized the importance of further actions to improve the rule of law, reforms to improve
the security and defence sector, as well as the intensification of activities to strengthen public
support.
The fourth annual national program started in October 2013 in Brussels, which meant entering
into the fourth cycle of MAP. This cycle was completed in June 2014. Earlier this year, in March,
the Council for Partnership for Peace program was renamed the Council for membership in
NATO. On that occasion was also appointed National Coordinator for NATO, which is managed
by the Coordination Team. Fifth Annual National Programme as part of MAP was presented in
Brussels in October of the same year. Programme was positively assessed by NATO partners
and after that presentation its implementation started. During 2015 in Montenegro was visible
commitment to full realisation of the remaining commitments in key areas: rule of law, reform
of the defence sector, security sector reform and strengthen public support. Montenegro has
implemented large number of activities and demanding reforms to harmonize standards and
organizational structure of Montenegro with NATO standards. Special attention was devoted
to reforms in the rule of law. Numerous activities and reforms that Montenegro carried out in
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this field, concerning the EU accession process to meet the requirements from Chapter 23, had
a very positive impact on Euro-Atlantic integration of Montenegro.

When we talk about public opinion in Montenegro we should note that the idea of joining NATO
from the very beginning did not have full support. The Montenegrin opposition has led against
the Montenegrin accession to NATO. According to a poll released in October 2009, 31.2% of
Montenegro’s populace supported NATO membership, while 44% opposed it. After conducting
an active campaign which aim was increasing awareness of the importance of integration, the
poll from December 2015 showed that 47% supported membership versus 39% who were
opposed and 14% remained undecided.
Adoption and implementation of series of laws related to the rule of law, implementing a series
of reforms, realization of dialogue between all political actors in the country, dialogue with
the civil sector, the media, professional public in order to achieve social consensus in terms of
NATO integration, resulted in obtaining an invitation for membership in NATO. Montenegro
received an invitation for membership in NATO on December 2nd 2015, at a meeting of foreign
ministers of NATO. On May 19th 2016, Allied foreign ministers signed the Accession Protocol for
Montenegro. Following the signature of the Protocol, Montenegro got ‘Invitee’ status, allowing
its representatives to participate as observes in Allied meetings.
As a North-Atlantic treaty declares, once all 28 Allies have ratified the Accession Protocol,
Montenegro can then accede to the Washington Treaty and become a full member of the
Alliance. After one and a half year since Montenegro received an invitation, all 28 member states
ratified the protocol and Montenegro has officially became a 29 member state on June 5th 2017.

Montenegro NATO membership was a chance, which should not be missed. The road Montenegro
took to get to the Brussels’s table should be taken in advantage by the Montenegrin society in
order to strengthen the level of democracy and the rule of law, as well as to help Montenegro
to get closer to the standards of the member states, and to become a factor at the world policy
stage.
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The impact of globalization as unstoppable process is immeasurable. However, globalization – a
phenomenon that has defined the world in recent decades – is under pressure.

International terrorism as a global problem, which has infiltrated into all the pores of modern
society, as well as the current migrant crisis as one of the consequences of this phenomenon,
influenced that countries facing the crisis of national identity, and also effect the growth
of populism and nationalism1 among them. These circumstances are beneficial to certain
extreme parties located at the very ends of the political spectrum, above all to the far right, the
nationalist-oriented parties.

At this moment, populist parties tend to have a significant influence on the public debate. Some
parties that are right-wing or even on the far right, embracing xenophobic and nationalist
narratives which play on citizens’ fears that their communities are under threat from
multiculturalism and immigration. On the other hand, the political/ideological left, populists
feed on fears of losing out to potent globalizing trends and to the ‘dictatorship’ of international
finance and economics, which an allegedly corrupt elite is not countering. Populist leaders,
tend to oversimplify issues, mislead and exaggerate and sometimes lie about problems and
conditions, like the number of immigrants entering the particular country, in order to justify
easy solutions.2
For some time, alarm bells have been ringing about the rise of populism. To some, Europe
appears to be on the brink of collapse, with its governments unable to manage the influx of
refugees or cope with the United Kingdom’s referendum on leaving the European Union. Despite
some public perception, many European nationalist parties have been around for decades, with
varying levels of success. They’ve certainly been present, and they have won seats in parliaments
in national elections, but they have not made massive impacts on national policies in general –
until now.3
However, their real impact on the supranational level is questionable. The question is whether
they really can influence the change in the course of international politics? The transformative
impact of populism on foreign relations has been very little explored. But, if we analyze the
structure of the European Parliament, the recent presidential elections in France (with a
reminder that we are expecting elections in Germany in September), certain conclusions can
be made.
1 In this context, nationalism is presented as a negative phenomenon; More about this topic in: Milošević Milan, Odbrana od terorizma, Svet
knjige, Beograd 2005, pp. 16-17.
2 http://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2017/02/in-europe-nationalisms-rising Christina Pazzanese, “In Europe, nationalism rising”,
February 27, 2017.

3 For example, with the migrant debate remaining the dominant national issue, the right-wing populist and Eurosceptic political party ,
Alternative for Germany party (AfD) has broken into the mainstream. Just like National Democratic Party of Germany (NPD) which is a
far-right and ultranationalist political party, party is not represented in the Bundestag , but in European Parliament NPD have 1, and AfD
2 representatives. On May 2017, the AfD had gained representation in 13 of the 16 German state parliament, but if we look the results for
State parliaments in previous elections, they haven’t any representatives. Analyzing the above. it can be expected to see AfD in Bundestag in
upcoming elections. See for more details: http://www.nsd.uib.no/european_election_database/country/germany Retrieved 2017/05/18 ;
Compare: http://www.wahlrecht.de/news/2016/landtagswahl-mecklenburg-vorpommern-2016.html
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Rise of right- wing parties in European Parliament
Until 1979, members of the European Parliament (EP) were represented by member states,
and since then, they represent the citizens, who elect them in direct elections. This novelty has
raised the level of democracy of the institutions of the European Union, and the EP has made it
the only institution that enjoys direct democratic legitimacy.4

Due to the large differences in the number of inhabitants among the EU member states, it
is not possible to ensure the proportional representation of every European citizen in the
European Parliament, while at the same time there is no excessive increase in the number of
parliamentarians. By this distribution, the largest countries are not sufficiently represented,
and small members are privileged (for example, the UK population is 150 times greater than
the population of Luxembourg, which has only 14 times less seats in the EP). However, this
system is accepted not only for the protection of the interests of small states, but also because
the members of the European Parliament are affiliated with party affiliation.5
The European Parliament is also unique by the mode of operation, i.e. according to the method
of creating a political majority in it. Although members of European Parliament (MPs) are
elected at the national level, they do not group in the EP according to their national affiliation,
but according to their political, or rather, program-ideological affinity, or the similarity of these
programs and goals.

It is noticeable that in national elections in member states, political parties mostly put European
issues in the background, while domestic elections are treated as peripheral events by the
local media. For this reason, some authors point out that the lack of European political parties,
representative responsibility, or proper public action cause the democratic deficit of the Union.6

In these circumstances, right-wing parties appear on the political stage. These parties emphasize
tradition, nationalism, authority, the rigor of hierarchy and obligation and represent a real
consolation for disappointed voters. This situation is particularly detrimental to European
political organizations, as it creates an increasing alienation of citizens from their political
activists, which adversely affects the overall strategy of strengthening the democratic legitimacy
of the Union.
Bearing in mind that the European Parliament is the only directly legitimate institution of
the Union, an understanding the system of its functioning and the analysis of its democratic
legitimacy requires getting acquainted with the political parties and groups that participate at
the European level, as well as the parliamentary groups in the European Parliament.
Members in Parliament are organized into eight different parliamentary groups, including thirty
non-attached members known as non-incites. Their number, as well as their political power,
changes over time. The largest parliamentary groups in European Parliament, at this moment
(750 deputies and president) are: EPP - Group of the European People’s Party (Christian
Democrats), with 216 MPs; S&D - Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats - 188 MPs;
the ECR - Group of European Conservatives and Reformists (76 Members); ALDE - Alliance of
Liberals and Democrats for Europe - 68 deputies. In addition to the above mentioned groups, in
4 See: 2002/772/EC, Euratom: Council Decision of 25 June 2002 and 23 September 2002 amending the Act concerning the election of the
representatives of the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage, annexed to Decision 76/787/ECSC, EEC, Euratom O J L 283,
21/10/2002
5 Compare: Siniša Rodin, Tamara Ćapeta, Iris Goldner Lang (ur.), Reforme Europske unije – Lisabonski ugovor, Narodne novine, Zagreb,
2009, pp. 73.

6 See more at: Sanja Ivic, “European commission’s plan D for democracy, dialogue and debate: The path towards deliberation?“ Journal of
Law and Conflict Resolution, Vol. 3, No. 2, The Center of Democratic Studies, Haifa, 2011, pp. 16-17.
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European Parliament are also the GUE / NGL Group of the European United Left and the Nordic
Green Left (52 representatives), the Greens / EFA Green Party / European Free Alliance (51
representative), EFDD(Europe of Freedom and Direct Democracy Group)with 42 members and
ENF(Europe of Nations and Freedom (40 deputies). There are also 18 deputies in the European
Parliament who do not belong to any parliamentary group (non-attached members).7
Result shows noticeably increased number of deputies in ECR (from 54 to 72), group that can
be declared as Eurosceptic and anti-federalist political group in the European Parliament, also,
a significant number of deputies in EFDD; Europe of Nations and Freedom, (also Eurosceptic
political group), and the emergence of new ones, far-right European political parties, such as
Alliance for Peace and Freedom (APF) and Alliance of European National Movements (AENM)
who are so called Non-attached members of European Union.8

With further analysis of the political orientation of the parties and groups on the political
scene of the European Union, it can be estimated that at the national level most ideological and
political divisions are reduced to the attitude of the Left and the Right. On the other hand, at
the European level, the dominant line of political competition is a division into parties that are
supporters of the continuation of integration and those who advocate a lack of integration, that
is, status quo, which means that they are among the key divisions on the line of integrationsovereignty.
In addition to the activities of the European Parliament, that have led to the formation of political
groups in the first place (which are made up of political parties of close political and ideological
attitudes from various member states of the Union), they are increasingly connected in the area
that is not directly connected with the European Parliament. They thus communicate with each
other at the national level, especially with regard to the so-called European issues.
It can be concluded that the European Parliament is an institution that has not yet reached its full
scope, and an institution that gathers representatives of national political parties, not European
political parties. Also, no way of choosing, electoral threshold and other issues concerning the
election of deputies to the European Parliament have not been solved in a unique way, which
undoubtedly speaks of the need and space for its further development.
Creation of such a European political party could only take place when the powers of the
European Parliament are significantly expanded and it has greater legislative power at the level
of the Union, or when it comes to strengthening its political significance.
Presidential elections in France followed by elections in Germany-Conclusion

After very tough year for France, French people had very important task in front of them.
Presidential election was held on 23rd April this year. As none of candidates won a majority
in first round, second round was held on May 7th 2017. Although, the turnout at this elections
was extremely low9, French people choose Emmanuel Macron, from La République En Marche!
(which Macron himself has described as a progressive party of both the left and the right), over
Marine Le Pen, from right-wing populist and nationalist, Eurosceptic party - National Front,
which many political analysts place on the far-right on the political spectrum10. Structure of
voting was interesting. Although, Marine Le Pen came in second round with only few percent
7 See: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/aboutparliament/en/007f2537e0/political-groups.html
8 Ibidem.

9 See previous turn-outs for presidential elections in France on: http://www.oldsite.idea.int/vt/countryview.cfm?id=53#pres

10 Many political observers see Marine Le Pen’s National Front (FN) as the biggest nationalist challenge to Europe’s liberal democratic
traditions. Marine Le Pen is anti-EU, rejecting the euro and blaming Brussels for mass immigration, because of the Schengen freemovement policy.
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less than Macron, in second round, Emmanuel Macron won almost double percentage of votes
than she did11. The German chancellor Angela Merkel called his election a victory for a strong
and united Europe.

After the election, the party of the newly elected president expects the announced reforms (it
should be recalled that Le Pen also announced significant changes and reforms in the party, in
order to bring the program closer to the broader spectrum of the voters). It remains to be seen
in which direction these reforms will take place.
In the meantime, elections are scheduled in Germany for September, so it will be interesting to
see whether German Chancellor Angela Merkel will get another mandate (fourth in line), as well
as the choice of a coalition partner. According to the latest public opinion polls, Merkel should
have no problem getting the fourth term since the Christian Democratic Union is highly ranked.

These results certainly contribute to the strengthening of the relations between the two
countries, but also the European Union itself as a supranational union, whose authority was
shaken by problems such as Britain’s withdrawal from the Union, migrant crisis and terrorism.
Nationalist anti-European parties have made a great deal of headway in many European
countries – notably in France, Scandinavia, Italy, and more recently Germany12. But, despite
these results, it seems that the impact of Eurosceptic parties is declining on supranational level.

Germany and France have a crucial role to play in strengthening the European Union, which
is currently facing many challenges. They have agreed to help restore confidence in the EU by
placing emphasis on concrete and ambitious projects which are intended to show that the EU is
able respond to the concerns of European citizens in an increasingly globalized world.

In the future it could be expected substantial normative framework crowned by a document
that will concern a common foreign security policy, which will unify the normative frameworks
of the Member States for resolving migrant issues13. Also, combining Europe’s military forces
under a joint command and security partnership for the EU, may be one of solutions for solid
and strong Union.
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The United State of America, according to the concept of the Founding Fathers, have, by a single
Constitution, been established on the principle of “checks and balances” of three branches
of government: legislative, judicial and executive - which was conceived as a way of mutual
control of the three branches of government. In this essay we will pay special attention to the
relationship between supreme judicial and supreme legislative authorities. Particular attention
should be paid because, at least nominally, these two branches set normative foundations of
American society: the creation of laws and their interpretation.
THE CONGRESS

United States Congress, the supreme legislative body, is made up from the House of
Representatives; and the upper house - the Senate. The founding fathers went far to ensure a
balance, not only between the three branches of government, but also from within the legislative
authority itself: the ratio of the two houses of Congress, and the Congress attitude towards the
legislatures of the States.

The impact of the Congress on the President, the executive branch, was different in different
periods of history. Even though the Constitution clearly indicates that the greatest power is
given to the Congress the real power is dependent on how to president manages to impose his
authority and whether capable leaders emerge in Congress. With the impeachment of President
Andrew Johnson, Congress has definitely taken a strong position towards the institution of the
President. President Grover Cleveland tried to restore the supremacy of the presidency vetoing
laws of Congress more than 4001 times in his first mandate and in both mandates for total of
584 times.2
SUPREME COURT

The Supreme Court of the United States, as the name suggests, is supposed to be only a court
and as such to fulfill its judicial role. The judicial role of the Supreme Court is the focal point
of studies of many lawyers and legal thinkers, while its policy-making character remained less
studied, even by political scientists.
The Supreme Court is the only court in the United States created by the Constitution, and
all other courts are a product of law. The main task of the Supreme Court is to examine the
constitutionality and the legality of all acts, whether legislative or executive. In rare cases, the
Supreme Court acts as a court of appeal, and sometimes as a court of the first instance in cases
of certain disputes relating to the federal government.
1 U.S. Senate - Summary of Bills Vetoed, 1789-present http://www.senate.gov/reference/Legislation/Vetoes/vetoCounts.htm (Last visited:
10.6.2017.)
2 Ibid.
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Unlike the president, in order to be a candidate for the Supreme Court judge you are not required
to have been born in the United States, and so far 6 people who were not born in the USA served
as judges of the Supreme Court.3
CONGRESS - SUPREME COURT RATIO

The ratio of the Supreme Court and Congress is mainly set on the fact that the Supreme Court
periodically declares certain acts of Congress unconstitutional, thus making them invalid.
American political scientist J. Mitchell Pickerill states “when most Americans read that the
Supreme Court has used judicial review to strike down federal legislation, they usually
understand the Court’s action as an invalidation of the legislation. In other words, the Court has
undone the work of Congress and ended the life of the statue.”
But the reality is somewhat different. In reality, the Court’s decision does not usually end the life
of a law or regulation, and Congress usually responds by making amendments to the act thus
making it constitutional.

The opinion that the Supreme Court should have the last word on matters of constitutionality
is derived from the theory of judicial supremacy. This theory is based on the premise that
publications and decisions of the Supreme Court are constitutional and statutory in their
nature. Another important point of this theory is based on the rule of law and the existence
of a supreme interpreter of the Constitution. Since Article 6 of the US Constitution proclaims
“Constitution is the highest law in the land”, and the Supreme Court is the highest court in the
land, one can easily conclude that the Supreme Court has the right to interpret the Constitution.
The third important point of this theory rests on the idea that no member of Congress has the
legitimacy to oppose interpretations of the Constitution by the Supreme Court and when the
Supreme Court overthrows a law, it is put down irretrievably.

Opposing theories to the above mentioned theory talk about the Constitution as not only one
simple legal document, but rather as a document that sets out the basic political institutions,
provides framework for policy-making and establishes the whole federal system of the United
States. Since this is both political and legal document, and taking into account that the President
and members of Congress are protectors of the Constitution and they take an oath of allegiance
to the Constitution, then the president and members of Congress have legitimacy to interpret
the Constitution. Democratic theory goes so far as to talk about the supremacy of interpretation
by the President and members of Congress because they are elected representatives of the
people and therefore democratically elected representatives have an advantage over nonelected judges when it comes to interpretation of the Constitution, because they are accountable
to the voters. The fact that the Supreme Court has “the last saying” when it abolishes the laws of
democratically elected representatives of the people, cannot be understood otherwise than as a
violation of democracy. Indeed, it cannot be said that in the United States there is a practice, or
a notion that a single institution has the “last word” then it comes to any policy or law.
Pickerill states that from 1953 to 1997, the Supreme Court has annulled 74 separate federal
pieces of legislation.4 But today most of these acts, in one form or another, are effective and
can be applied. The reason for this is not to be sought anywhere else but in the Congress itself.
Members of Congress are able to preserve a policy even though the Supreme Court declared the
law unconstitutional. But that’s the thing: the Supreme Court declared the law unconstitutional,
not the policy itself, and if enough members of Congress are dedicated to some of the policies

3 Frequently asked questions, Website of the Supreme Court: http://www.supremecourt.gov/faq_justices.aspx#faqjustice12 (Last visited:
10.6.2017.)
4 The Supreme Court and Congress: What happens in Congress after the Court strikes down legislation? By J. Mitchell Pickerill, page 11.
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they can use several strategies: a) adding an amendment to the Constitution; b) adding an
amendment to the law; c) rejecting the first version of the law and proposing a new one.
a) Adding an amendment to the Constitution

Adding an amendment to the Constitution would represent the safest way to circumvent the
court’s decision in its entirety because it makes the Supreme Court judge by the new part of
Constitution, entirely avoiding the possibility of striking it down. To fulfill this strategy, a 2/3
majority in both houses of Congress is required. However, the amendment does not become
part of the Constitution until it is approved by 75% of the States, and only once the Congress
has used this strategy. It used it when it added the 26th Amendment5 to the Constitution, after
the Supreme Court decided, in a dispute Oregon against Mitchell that Congress may establish
a minimum age for voting only for federal elections, not local or state elections. Because of the
danger that different states may have different electoral systems and duplicate sets of voter lists
and other costs, Congress added an amendment to the Constitution.
b) Adding an amendment to the law itself

In the period from 1953 to 1997, Congress has used this strategy 27 times. It is important to note
that judicial decisions and precedents remain in effect for all future law, and Congress needs to
take care of it. Interestingly enough, when the Supreme Court does not agree completely about
a request, it can show initiative and urge Congress to amend the law. Congress is further on
considering those amendments that would make an act constitutional, while trying to maintain
the original intent of the act. Congress must bear in mind that each end product, including the
amendments, which at least declaratively follow the Supreme Court’s decision, are subject to
re-observation of the Supreme Court.
5 https://www.law.cornell.edu/anncon/html/amdt26_user.html#amdt26_hd1 (Last visited: 10.6.2017.)
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c) Proposing a new law

Referring to the period 1953-1997, Congress has put an end on the bills rejected by the Supreme
Court as unconstitutional 8 times and Congress has replaced them by new law6.
Overall, taking into account that Supreme Court rarely “strikes down” acts of Congress and in
the period from 1803 to 2008 this happened less than once a year7.

However, the activities of the Supreme Court reached a significant quantitative increase since
the 1960s, which somewhat opens the fear of superiority of the judicial branch, however, such
fears are largely based on incorrect interpretation that the whole policy of certain authorities
end with “the last word” of the Supreme Court, which, as already explained through three main
strategies of the Congress, is generally not the case. Policies continue to live.

When we talk about the conflict between these two branches of government, it is important to
take into account the age of the laws and acts on which the court decides. It is often put as the
argument that the Supreme Court prefers to bring down acts and laws that are old, and this is
justified by the fact that the acts and laws passed by the previous convocation of the Congress
are no longer supported by the current Congress convened. This may be true at some level,
whether intended or unintended, but certainly negligible for the present circumstances.

This assumption is directly influenced by the Chief Justice Rehnquist Period when over 39%
of acts and laws were adopted only five years before they are broken down by the Court. Judge
Rehnquist Period (1986-2005) is interesting to analyze because it is the first time the several
factors were successfully combined: the longevity of the referee and prolonged service of the
Judges of the Supreme Court, which successfully provided the ability of the President and the
Congress to influence the work of Court by appointment of a new judge, which previously
occurred approximately every 20 months. This gave the opportunity to the Supreme Court to
overturn more laws than ever before. This era has opened up wide possibilities of dialogue
between the two branches of government, which is reflected in the fact that sometimes the
Supreme Court itself has, by promoting dialogue, extended an invitation
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The challenges for Europe in 2017 can be seen from at least two perspectives: on the basis of a
mutually-evolving transatlantic approach and the continuation of a consistent strategy towards
Russia, or by the creation of a new transatlantic strategy that seeks to limit Russia’s behavior
and minimize its leverages on the West. The aim of the essay is to point out that in the historical
perspective we can observe certain predispositions of current developments in Europe. Finding
answers to questions on how to develop European policy towards Russia, whether Russia
and the US agreement and what it should be based on is not only a matter of predictable and
strategic policy but also a matter of experience. What is important for today’s policy in Europe
and Russia can not be described as sui generis. The common and distinctive characteristics
of Europe and Russia are based mainly on three important classification elements: history,
tradition and politics.

The EU has its unrivaled history and therefore it must not be forgotten. The roots of Europe’
own history were nurtured by the Greek-Roman tradition, Christian universality and modern
humanism, from which the idea of individualism with the values of democracy unfolded. The
consequences of European imperialism during the last four centuries were enormous: on the
one hand, a new warfare, victims, famine, illness, material and spiritual loss with the most
important loss of life, and, on the other hand, tremendous wealth and advancement in all
areas. But the European power potential was not based on politics of conquering the others.
Thanks to that period expeditions, the surrounding world also learned about it. Discovering
that there is one single human being has become the revolutionary force of the Europeans. On
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the other hand, as consistent with H. de Balzac’s statement, “behind every great fortune lies a
a great crime”. The power of wealth also manifested itself in fragmentation of thought, and the
fragmentation of European thinking over the time reflected Europe´s geographic fragmentation.

Europe’s intellectual tradition conflicting with religion transformed the Enlightenment’s
celebration of reason, initiated a revolution against the old regime, and the defense of radical
individualism. The enlightenment sought to rid the world of myths, but without them, the
nation could not prove the right to existence. Romantic nationalism has solved this problem
to a certain extent, but has created a new division: the boundaries of one nation in relation
to others. Romantic nationalism amplified the sense of size and curvature of a misery and
injustice, led to radical solutions, and encouraged the emergence of a mass policy. Just as
rational enlightenment produced political ideologies and led to extremely radical solutions, in a
similar manner fascism based on the myth of the nation and imperialism culminated in the 20th
century. The economic, psychological and political turn for imperial Europe took place during
the World War II. Europeans with their colonies have suddenly come to a global level in a world
filled with other, substantially larger and better organized powers. Europe ceased to be a global
force in the 1970s. With the exception of the former Soviet Union, no European state was a true
global power. However, the integration processes forming the present form of the EU into one
entity have led to the re-acquisition of European pride, the aim of which was to put an end to
wars and to abandon radicalism as the 20th century heritage. The Transatlantic Partnership
and the American role in promoting and confirming European integration is of key importance,
something that has recently been forgotten, and that is also the answer to the question why the
world, including the Europen space, is wiping out this idea out in the 21st century?
The EU faces a crisis and needs to reaquire its balance. The problems of the EU are difficult to
solve easily. Just as Europe’s unification has prevented conflicts, it would be easy to return to
conflict without it. And we do not have to travel far- looking back, Europe’s traditions suggest
a possible recurrence of conflicts in certain places. Hannah Arendt argued that the worst was
to be rich and weak. Wealth can be protected by force, but unlike the powerful, the rich must
subdue the power. In this respect, the challenges facing the EU today are both of structural
and power nature. To a considerable degree, the EU has lost its economic prestige, the crisis
in the euro area has meant concentrating attention on the problems of monetary union and
lacking attention in Eastern Europe with nationalist expressions. The disappointment with the
EU, as well as the inability to formulate a truly common European foreign and defense policy,
opened the door for geopolitical and power ambitions of others. The most significant influence
exerciser is Russia. Its aim is to diminish NATO power through geopolitical and information
tools. Given the weakness of Russia and the uncertainty of the EU, it is important to keep an
eye on history in the coming period. Europe is losing the potential of a global economic power.
At present, she has lost her “hard power” and has not enough “soft power”. The lack of “hard
power” is a handicap for Europe. George Friedman in his 21st century prognosis in geopolitical
co-ordination points out the obstacles to current developments in Europe. The demands for
a more prominent leadership in Europe and “more of Germany” is linked to the plurality of
national states’ interests, as well as to conflicts and potential outbreaks of tension not only
within the EU. Germany being the the heart of the European economy is the key partner of
Russia. At the same time, however, it is partly dependent on Russian energy sources. Germany
in its turn, aims to stabilize the European Union, maintain a partnership with France and reach
an agreement with Russia.
Based on history and our own tradition, we think of Europe as the creator of democratic and
humanistic principles. Even today, the West is a shared network of similarly minded states. As
a result of globalist and multipolar hegemonic tendencies, the value system is dancing on the
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delicate weights of geopolitical and power balances. We are seeing the revival of the Russia’s
imperial political capital. Experts on geopolitics note that people, in the brutal graps orf reality,
are always doing what they have to do, and that the direction which they are taking can be
predicted to a certain degree uon the reality that they find themselves in. They consider defining
the boundaries of Russian influence as controversial: Russia will soon be in conflict with Europe
as it is vehemently and aggresively addressing the historical issue of the sphere of its interest
and its influence.
Russia retained its historical awareness of a great power. The road to the power is related to the
development of the Russian statehood, and history is part of Russia’s self-identification. Before
Russia emerged on a geopolitical map in the 13th century, called the Grand Duchy of Moscow,
it became a power. In the 15th century, after the acquisition of Novgorod, the principality was
the richest state in Europe, but nobody knew it because Russia had no communication channels.
Equally important were the dynamics of territorial growth. Even now, Russia has a wide
geographical environment, is relatively economically strong and is capable of unilateral action.
Ability to act independently is different from the EU. Even V. Surkov argues that the EU is not a
separate and sovereign entity, therefore, unable to take unilateral action. Since the reign of Ivan
IV. Terrible until the World War I Russia records 350 years of territorial growth. No state has
been growing up for so long and so fast- albeight mainly because of military technology. Russia
was a territory where there was no power competition and where there were vast uninhabited
areas.
For Russia, the link to Europe was Ukraine. Successful expansion of Russia into Europe against
the Ottoman Empire has not moved since the 17th century. The definitive ambitions of Russia
were established in the later stages of the 19th and 20th centuries. Russia acted as a decision
maker about the fate of Europe as part of the Concert of Europe for the first time, and for
the second time it has sealed the independence of Central and Eastern European countiers
making them Soviet satellites at the end of the World War II and influenceed their fate until
the breakup of the Soviet Union in 1991. After losing the Crimean War of 1856, Russia was still
communicating in the intentions of a European war with other European powers. 20 years later,
successful advences in Asia have changed its communication. These moves have clearly marked
Russia‘s tradition of what is unacceptable to Russia. First of all, it is a problem of being different.
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In today’s Europe, after the end of the Cold War, the awareness of difference is manifested
in communication in three ways: cooperation, competition and confrontation. While the
expression of cooperation is trust as a lubricant of social relations and competition is manifested
in the form of competition with rules, war conflict is an extreme and definitive solution. The
reasons for Russia’s non-communication with the West are different, from economic, political to
geopolitical. Russia wants to be and feels like being a great power. Another minor aspect of the
new identity is the church. The identification of the Russian soul with the church both at home
and abroad in 2017 is also a supportive argument of political tradition.

Russia has stepped - albeit humbly – on a Western path after the breakup of the Soviet Union.
That path was promoted in Russia primarily by a group of Russian political elites centered
around the then First Foreign Minister of Russia Andrej Kozyrev (in the 1991-1996 office).
The Russian political elite did not need an alternative ideology for the post-Soviet region in
the early 1990s. Russia itself was influenced by western thinking, respectively. Western soft
power - a vision of a liberal democratic Russia that could become part of the integrated Western
community. At the beginning of the 1990s, the”athlanticists” had a relatively important impact
on Russian foreign policy – however, in reality they were a rather narrow group of influential
civil servants and intellectuals without wider social support. In general, liberal ideas in the
sense of Western political philosophy - the value of liberty in both political and economic terms
- have never (and therefore do not currently) had any traditions or any strong support in Russia.
Parallel to a drive to engage Russia in a European environment backed by democratic forces, a
debate on its own - non-European - identity has begun to develop considerably in Russia. Due
to the gradual weakening of the idea of Russia’s involvement in European structures, a new
strategic plan has emerged. Since the early 1990s, the Russians have dusted Slavic-philosophical
concepts and reworked Eurasian visions, which they hoped would return their sense of size
and dignity. In general, it is possible to agree with the claim that in foreign policy of Russia at
least in the second half of the 1990s, geopolitics and thought schools and streams based on its
predispositions prevailed. It is precisely geopolitics and realism that dominated the Russian
foreign-political and security discourse, but also its international relations.
The idea of a multipolar world, of which A. Kozyrev spoke at the beginning of the 1990s, was
given a new weight by Foreing Minister Yevgeny Primakov. Primakov doctrine was based
on Eurasianism. He supported the idea of the position of the dominant regional power. The
doctrine has sought to restore Russia’s prominent status, but by other means than Kozyrev: by
gaining the position of a regional power, by the vision of the multipolar world - building more
“centers of power” outside the US, China, India and, of course, Russia - and strengthening and
developing influence where the United States of America had either none or minimal one - in
the post-Soviet area. In addition to multipolarity, Primakov’s policy was also multi-sectoral and,
above all, pragmatic, therefore, with the arrival of Primakov we can talk of soft power embryos
in Russia’s foreign policy.

The concept of soft power can be seen to a great extent in Russian foreign policy in a different way
than that of Joseph Nye. This modification is manifested by the fact that it is promoted primarily
through the concept known as the ‘Russian World’, which is implemented by Russian political
elites. The broad-based vision of the “Russian world” as the main source of soft power includes,
in particular, the dissemination of Russian language and culture, the building of Russia’s good
image through numerous Russian media networks (in particular through the agencies of Ria
Novosti and Russia Today); working with expatriate organizations and the so-called Orthodox
diplomacy. Russia adopted soft power rather as a necessary tool which has subsequently
been implemented in its foreign policy policy. The Russian government has recognized that
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values, ideas and legitimate foreign policy are indispensable, and if a country has the ambition
to become a great power, it will not do that without them. This is particularly important in
the 21st century - in times of globalization and informatisation - when not only economic
and military power is needed to increase the influece in a strategically important region. The
Russian government begun actively and conscientiously implement these instruments, which is
particularly evident in the ambition of explaining and advocating its own policy to the outside
public.

The Russian soft power is considerably different from the concept of Joseph Nye- Russia simply
has its own concept. In this context, J. Nye himself, in 2013, expressed his contribution saying
that countries like Russia and China did not understand the very essence of soft power. China and
Russia made a mistake when they believed that „government was the main tool of soft power”
and he added that propaganda should be avoided because it is perceived as untrustworthy. Soft
power should go beyond the state. US soft power is still the most influential despite its apparent
loss. There are a few items that are simply the best, and in the positive sense, they affect millions
of people around the world. These include, for example, pop culture, universities, technology
dominance, the global success of US corporations, scientific excellence and, above all, developed
civil society, which has a significant role in soft power creation. These attributes are gifted to
the West suitably aligned with the interests and needs of the international community. However,
the soft power in the Russian context is different. In the first place, Russia seeks to promote
its foreign-policy interests through this concept. So here is the primary pragmatism and not
the spontaneity. Silent creation of a better image of Russia in the countries concerned hence
should only be a tool to recover the lost position in the post-Soviet region, a typical example of
neocolonialism.

Russia finds itself in a vicious circle. On the one hand, it is trying to build a specific soft power
based on specific values, on the other hand, in Russia, we are seeing the ongoing (in fact
stagnant) process of internal modernization of Russian society - which can not be achieved
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without political liberalization. Only “modern” Russia, economically advanced, will become the
“center” for the surrounding periphery and at the same time a “pattern”. The normative position
of Russia is to balance the US, but in fact the US and Russia do not have the same position.
Some initiatives of President D. Trumps raise questions about the evolution of the concept of
open society and question the role of the US as a beacon of hope for people suffering from
war and persecution as a natural and respected world leader in the coming years. However,
we can say that the strongly developed American tradition and the culture of openness and
innovation create an ever-relevant potential for maintaining leadership in a world that leaves a
hierarchical arrangement and transforms itself into a network model of organization. Putin has
been perceived since 2000 as the one who has elevated the position of Russia. Problems that
Russia faces are not limited o just one-sided economy, Russian BRIC “friends”, but also include
unresolved issues of corruption and attitudes towards the EU. Until 2007 Russia almost did not
deal with the EU. Putin Munich’speech stepped up a controversy and resulted in 2014 speech
notion “Poor Europe vs. Clean Russia”.

What can we expect not only in 2017? It is not to be expected that the previous problems will
be resolved quickly and definitively. Efforts to engage in troubleshooting are risks, but they are
justified. European policy towards Russia will evolve on the principle of precaution and pretense.
History, as well as the most recent experience, offers several examples of what Russia shares
and what is different from the EU, respectively. Euro-Atlantic value orientation. The European
“2017 Election Year” in key EU countries is a challenge to look for effective means for an overall
skeptical scenario not only in the EU, which has been sparked by the migration crisis and the
growing threat of radical and extremist acts in dissatisfied societies and unpopular politics.
Russia is unlikely to reach an agreement with the US and there will be no close cooperation
either. The challenge for the Euro-Atlantic area itself is to restart energy to maintain the balance
in the world. Europe has taken on the role of a moral initiator, and sanctions against Russia
have prompted a change in the formation of neighborly relations. The fact remains that the
relationship between Europe and Russia is not only a question of a new comprehensive strategy
towards Russia, but also of formulating and identifying new value priorities within European
governments.
A positive and consistent European strategy towards Russia changed as result of Russia‘s
annexation of Crimea in March 2014 and the invasion of parts of Ukraine, i.e. due to a division
of a European state in favor of Russia‘s own interest. The main struggle for Ukraine is based on
different assertions. The West argues that there has been a popular uprising in Ukraine against
a corrupt and repressive president, and Russia claims that a legitimately elected president
has expelled by a crowd supported by the US and the EU. The game is geopolitics. Ukraine is
important for both Russia and the EU. However, between an inadequately strong Europe and
Russia trying to rebuild the buffer zones in the West, the game becomes unequal. That’s why it’s
so important to increase our defenses. The biggest expectations are from Germany. The EU also
has its moral imperatives. Mutual and coordinated cooperation that will lead to the architecture
of a new strategic policy based on the strong European Union widened by the Balkans eliminates
a number of risks and these basic components are key in any reflection about the near future.
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“You can suddenly have a series of countries waking up and saying, ‘I want the same status as the
Brits,’ which will be, de facto, the dismantling of the rest of Europe.”
(Quote by Emmanuel Macron)
As we can see in current situation among European countries, on the one hand there is the
issue of leaving the EU, which is now very often used in political and economic discussions and
negotiations also thanks to the Brexit. On the other hand there is a threat of raising populism
and nationalism among political parties across Europe. Therefore we were focused in this essay
at the question, which sounds: “Shortly, Presidential elections will take place in France. And
in September, Germany will have its parliamentary elections. What do you believe lies ahead
of us? A reconfirmed European path or submission to the new trends of raising populism and
nationalism?”
We agree that the current elections in the European Union will have a big impact on the future
of the EU which is the case of the recently French presidential elections at the spring 2017 and
future parliamentary election in Germany in autumn 2017. The results of these elections were
and will be very closely watched not only for the fact that these 2 countries combined covers
more than 35% of the GDP of the European Union but on the other hand, they are both the
founders of the European Coal and Steel Community – the real ancestor of the European Union,
which give them more responsibility towards future of the EU than any other country from EU.
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Although there are issues of raising populism and nationalism within EU and the concerns
about traditional or pro-European policy among European countries, we believe that a
reconfirmed European path is more obvious for policy of the countries within EU than a path
of the new trends of raising populism and nationalism. A threat of nationalism was also one of
the many slogans for Emmanuel Macron´s election campaign, which claimed that Emmanuel
Macron wants to be the president of all the people of France, for the patriots facing the threat
of nationalism.
Further, in the essay we would prove that the pro-European policy is more acceptable for
politicians within the European countries, as same as for common people within EU. The main
core of the essay is supported this statement with relevant facts. We chose the three significant
facts, which support the idea of the pro - European policy as a continuity of politician orientation
for European countries and as a supporter of co-operation among European nations.

Recent pre-second round election surveys plus the results of the first round of the presidential
elections showed us that Marine Le Pen will lose. This statement was later confirmed by the
results of the second round of French presidential election, when the winner Emanuel Macron
was elected with 66, 1% of votes. The policy of Emanuel Macron was “neither left nor right”
as he declined himself and the core of this campaign is focused on economically liberal, probusiness but left wing on social issues.
There are some differences and facts which prove that Emanuel Macron is the better choice
for future of EU than Marine Le Pen. First from all is the relation towards EU. Emanuel Macron
wanted an advocate of developing the EU further - giving the eurozone a budget and its own
finance minister. He wants to mount a campaign to counter anti-EU sentiments and launch a
rejuvenated European project. Whereas Marine Le Pen campaigned for France to leave the euro
and she proposed a referendum in which French voters will have an opportunity to vote to leave
the EU. Describing the euro as “dead”, she wants France to go back to the franc with the single
currency becoming a common currency for trade. However, she has said negotiations with the
EU could take some time.

Another significant point was economy issue. Macron wanted to reduce the budget deficit to
the EU’s three percent limit and keep the current government’s controversial labour reform;
while Marine Le Pen cut taxes for the lowest incomes and ignore EU budget restrictions. The
main core of the elections was that the previous unsuccessful candidates of election e.g. Benoit
Hamon and François Fillon supported Macron; others abstained to vote neither Macron nor Le
Pen. Therefore it was quite obvious that the election would win Emanuel Macron. Although 25%
of French people did not vote and other 10% of votes were empty or false.

But the French vote may affect Germany’s place in Europe more than its own upcoming election
according to German newspapers. Germany and France always had to strong political and
economic relations. So, what France´s election means for Germany? Although these nations are
irredeemably interdependent, Berlin needs Paris to help keep the euro zone together, deal with
the root causes of the refugee crisis in the Middle East and Africa (Mrs Merkel is increasingly
taking an interest in the latter) and make Europe more self-sufficient in defence. There is even
talk of Germany “buying into” France’s nuclear deterrent if Donald Trump backs away from
NATO. Meanwhile Paris needs Germany to relax its stance on deficits, start consuming more
and, ideally, move towards further euro zone integration.
As we said above, Germany has the largest economy in the EU and has the most population.
However, its economy accounts for 21% of the EU GDP while it seems to become an undoubted
leader of Europe now. According to the pre-elections surveys, it seems that the political party
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- Alternative for Germany will not be able to win the elections. Although the party had some
series of successes in regional elections and it has been put largely down to public anger over
Angela Merkel’s welcoming policy toward refugees, particularly from Syria and elsewhere in the
Arab world. The party rejects the idea of a “United States of Europe,” wants to see EU powers
devolved back to the national level, and favours scrapping the euro as a currency. The antimigrant AfD is riding the wave of right-wing populism against the EU. In February the most
recent ARD poll put the AfD at 11 %, down from 15 % in early January 2017, despite the rising
tide of populism across Europe. Another sources claim only polls between 9 and 14 % nationwide. Even more, every mainstream party has ruled out a coalition with the AfD. As these
coalition announcements are taken seriously, it is unlikely to see the German far-right involved
in a German government in the near future.

In contrast, Mr Schulz and Angela Merkel represent the EU and all that it stands for. Martin
Shultz, big pro-European politician, was named by Germany’s Social Democrats to challenge
Chancellor Angela Merkel, who seemed to losing the voters because of the immigrant’s policy
in Germany and European Union. Martin Schulz has vowed to fight populism if his party wins
the elections due in September. But according to latest local election in the German state of
North Rhine-Westphalia in May 2017, it seems that Merkel is widely expected to remain the
German Chancellor after this autumn’s election. She won with major victory in state, which is
most populous state in Germany and the home of SPD national leader Martin Schulz. Therefore
it seems that Germany can look forward to an interesting campaign season without having to
fear a populist takeover in September.

There was not so long ago, when we had the Dutch elections, and the Austrian elections that
can proof our argument, that we will see reconfirmed European Union in the future, because we
can see that the rise of the populism and nationalism will not ended up in the government. In
presidential election in Austria 2016 Norbert Hofer, the candidate of political party Freiheitliche
Partei Österreichs (FPÖ), which is often connected with extremism and populism, lose in
the second round election with 46,2 %. In Dutch election in March 2017 far-right populism
represented by the nationalist Geert Wilders failed, got second place with 13, 1 % of votes in
the closely-watched Dutch election. Also, we could see a great mobilisation of pro-European
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forces again Marine le Pen after first round election in France and big support for Macron by the
European elites during French election.

ESSAY
Katerina Yakovenko and Matej Uhlik
Comenius University in Bratislava

When NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg welcomed the NATO leaders during the opening
speech of the NATO Summit 2017, held on May 25th, he made clear that the event was not an
ordinary one. It was to be a very first meeting held in the building of the new Headquarters in
Brussels, the first event where a leader of the newest member of alliance made his presence
among such stage and the one where leader of the major military power within the alliance
would have chance to reaffirm the role of the Alliance. The main goals of the summit were to
address the main issues which alliance is facing today, the fight against terrorism and the issue
of burden sharing. All this was supposed to be happening under the umbrella of the freedom
and solidarity, the core values of the NATO, which were to be emphasized through the unveiling
of two memorials symbolizing the end of the Cold war and the tragedies of 9/11 and showing
the importance of the NATO in fighting terrorism and in ensuring the collective defense.
The summit was however blighted by yet another security threat to the Western world - the
awful suicide bombing at Manchester Arena, following a concert by American singer Ariana
Grande and killing 22 people, mostly children. Another ringing bell for the NATO allies that
the danger of the Islamic terrorism has no borders. The Islamic State claimed responsibility
for the attack, saying on a social media platform that “one of the soldiers of the caliphate was
able to place an explosive device within a gathering of the crusaders in the city of Manchester”.
This message, as well as other numerous vile internet messages of ISIS, such as that jihadists
must “never leave one metre without making it hell on earth for disbelievers”, brings us to
another bloody Ramadan in 2017. The ‘war against the infidels’ is being carried in England,
France, Germany, Belgium, Kuwait, Iraq, Syria, Somalia, Tunisia – and unfortunately, many other
countries of the world. And what is even more unfortunate is that a lot of suicide bombers
represent a second generation of immigrants, indicating a certain integration failure, thus giving
a rather pessimistic view upon the future.
Besides the extremely apparent danger of radical Islam, today there is another enemy to security
and democracy, which is glazing into the eyes of the Western values – Russia. Annexation of
Crimea, open war in the East of Ukraine and, in general, degradating level of democracy in
‘Putin’s Empire’ is a serious security challenge to the Alliance members. To most of them, at
least.

Having very big and very real security threats should logically unite NATO fellow-thinkers as
“NATO’s essential and enduring purpose is to safeguard the freedom and security of all its
members by political and military means; collective defence is at the heart of the Alliance and
creates a spirit of solidarity and cohesion”. At the same time, NATO not only helps to defend
the territory of its members, but would engage to project the values of democracy and human
rights outside its borders – as stated in its founding documents. Now coming back to the above
mentioned threats, is NATO really engaged enough, or is this engagement successful? Even the
bigger question is, does there exist a global solution to these types of assaults and terrorism?
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Crusading Islamophobic West remains the basis of ISIS propaganda, totally independent of the
facts. On the other hand, the debilitating political correctness is only playing for the good of
radical Islam, as a lot of the prominent Western politicians are afraid to say the truth, avoiding
those facts not to incite religious discords. The ridiculousness of the situation lies in the fact that
by hiding the truth those political actors are not making a world a better – or safer place – but
secure their own political careers. It’s not trendy to say the words caliphate, jihadist, radical
Islamist – it’s trendy to say an incident – like ex-President Obama used to say.
The goal of ISIS is to create a form of Islamic theocracy, and whether we like it or not, it is Islamic
in the roots. Avoiding saying this does not change the truth; it only changes the attitude and
evokes anger. One of the possible explanations of the rising nationalism and xenophobic ideas
in Europe, and the United States. Constant propaganda of what is good or bad, when the truth is
apparent – is causing a quite anticipated counter-reaction from the public. Unfortunately, hate
crimes on a religious or cultural basis are spreading, which is another growing challenge to
democracy in the Western world.

Where does NATO stand on all of this? After 14 terrorist attacks in Western Europe in a little over
two years, hundreds of thousands killed worldwide, The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation is
finally joining the US-led international coalition fighting ISIS in Iraq and Syria. Until the Summit
took place – in the new headquarters in Brussels, costing 750 million Euros to construct - the
Alliance has formally followed suit, as all the 28 nations in NATO had individually joined the
coalition previously. At the same time, NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg stressed that
NATO’s role would not involve combat. The plan is to expand the use of surveillance planes,
stepping up Iraqi training programmes, and creating a new cell in Brussels to co-ordinate antiterror intelligence and planning. All 28 member-states of the Alliance are also expected to
reaffirm a commitment to spending two per cent of annual GDP on defence. In the meanwhile,
not a single ISIS militant has been charged with genocide or crimes against the humanity. Hiding
behind the word ‘Islamophobia’ and killing ISIS on the battlefield by dropping bombs is not the
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only way out – the idea behind ISIS must be killed. And this is not possible without bringing
individual criminals to justice – which has not happened so far. Yet another question why –
since we all remember former Yugoslavia and Afghanistan, where NATO took a totally different
approach; or Libya – in the recent history. So not this time, and after this summit – no crucial
decision to ISIS security challenge.
Another security challenge, discussed at the Summit were ballistic missile defence systems - that
in the light of North Korea’s tests, and in general, the further development of the ‘Global NATO’.
In particular, in Latin America this refers to Columbia and in the Asian sphere this means new
intensive cooperation with Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore, at the same time consolidating
the existing partnerships with Japan and South Korea. Since the discussions are more or less of
a preliminary nature, there was no major conflict among the members of the Alliance. The latter
can’t be said about another, non-military, but still a threat – climate change. As President Trump
withdrew the US from the Paris Agreement, the leading European politician Chancellor Merkel
mentioned that traditional alliances were no longer as steadfast as they once were and that
Europe should pay more attention to its own interests “and really take our fate into our own
hands”. The disagreement of Europe and the United States did not end on the Paris Agreement,
but was intensified by Donald Trump’s favourable attitude towards President Putin and the
former’s refusal to publicly endorse NATO’s doctrine of collective defence.

While often ridiculed due the lack of nuanced language and undiplomatic manners, Trump’s
position putting him in place of a NATO’s debt collector is not entirely without merit. He is,
however, not the first, nor the last public person who has addressed the issue that most of
the NATO countries do not commit enough resources to properly add to the collective defense
capabilities of the pact. According to the NATO’s official statistical report, last time the European
part of NATO fulfilled the 2% GDP target in defense expenditures was around the year 2000.
This is alarming for many, especially when taking into account the fact that since that time
several conflicts, such as the one in Georgia and Ukraine (both prospective members of the
Alliance) broke in NATO’s vicinity.

The issue of the burden sharing is of course not a new one and it is on the table for years,
regardless the sudden interest connected with President Trump’s diplomatic gaffes. For
example, in 2001, the US Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has published a report assessing
the effect of NATO’s enlargement on the burden sharing within the alliance. As can be seen
from this report, the debated issues back then were very similar to the current ones. United
States today, as then, are by far major contributor and a guarantee of the Alliances defensive
capabilities. For many people, especially overseas, this situation raises a valid question of
Europe’s commitment to the issue of common defense not only in Europe but worldwide. While
in 2001 the arguments explaining the lower contributions were focusing on the economic and
political integration of the former East bloc countries, it is difficult to use the same argument
today. Although the difference between East and West in terms of economic power still prevails,
the ongoing integration and politics of cohesion within the countries of European Union greatly
improves the economic situation among the European members of NATO, which is now nowhere
near the situation of the early 2000s.
The circumstances also change from the point of views of geopolitics. Recent annexation of
Crimea put once again on the table the issue of changing borders within Europe, an issue which
for many seemed to be near to impossible in the context of fairly long-lasting peace on the
continent. It almost seems that part (if not all) of the European countries got used to the feeling
of internal security (at least when it comes to traditional state vs state conflicts) and that they
mutually accepted the silent pardon for the reduction of their financial commitment to the
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Alliance. It can be argued that European members contribute also in other ways than in financial
contributions. This for sure is true and even most of the NATO sceptics agree to that. Even the
European countries, however, should be aware that NATO, as all the other alliances and pacts,
should not be bound together only through complicatedly calculated formulas and accounting
tricks, but mainly via building trust and the believable commitment of individual members.

A very nice and showing example of this is the most recent enlargement which opened doors for
Montenegro to become the newest, 29th member of Alliance. For this small country which has
a limited military capability, complicated history and is located in still quite complicated Balkan
area, the NATO membership seems to have much greater value than to many other old member
states in terms of ensuring not only the security but also serving as a badge, which places
Montenegro firmly into the developed part of the world. Naturally it is hard to predict how
this and other possible other new members in the future will stick to their new commitments,
but for now, the Montenegrin’s Prime Minister assures that his country aims to meet the NATO
target of spending 2 percent of its GDP on defense by 2024.

To conclude, we would argue that NATO is definitely not an obsolete institution. It, as any
large international organization, had, has and will have many issues to deal with regarding the
complex decision-making processes, burden sharing and so on. But while we see the interest of
the countries outside the club to become a member of it, there must be still an added value to
such an alliance, despite the fact that we might grow more reluctant to them. It is unfortunate
that the institution which undoubtedly helped to maintain peace in post-war Europe and to
serve as an unprecedented umbrella defense organization for its members is by many pictured
as obsolete. Nobody has a crystal ball to predict what the future will bring or what could have
been if NATO never existed. However, today’s threats utterly require concrete actions, where
NATO seems to fail. Whereas unconstructive criticism, name-calling and scoring cheap political
points are not a way out the dedication of resources and political will have a huge potential to
change things for the better.. The recent developments in the world, the re-emerging external
and internal security challenges call for that and make the initial mission of the NATO not
obsolete, but extremely valid. Considering this, there is time for soft-power, but there is time
for action and hard power. Facing security challenges, fighting terrorism despite the interests of
some big countries would definitely secure NATO’s future and avoid the obsolete path.
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PERTINENCE OF MONTENEGRO’S EUROPEAN AND
EURO-ATLANTIC INTEGRATIONS
Tomka Živković

University Coordinator, University of Montenegro
Faculty of Political Science, Podgorica

The dissolution of former Yugoslavia started as a series of political conflicts and was followed
by the clash of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in 1991, when republics started proclaiming
independence. At that point, only Serbia and Montenegro remained federated. In 2006, after
the promulgation of the Declaration of Independence in the Parliament of the Republic of
Montenegro, on 21st May Montenegro held the democratic referendum, which provided
independence for Montenegrins. This referendum, amongst other things, talks about a very
dynamic maturation process in the Balkans.

Political maturation of Montenegro through the democratic referendum was followed by
intensive engagement of the overall international community, particularly the EU and the
U.S.. Regardless of all that in just 20 years Montenegro have been put on the decisions which
were followed by wars, decisions taken in the perfect order of stability with respect to the
strict standards of democracy, that the rules under which it was organized on a democratic
referendum in Montenegro. A few years ago the idea of a democratic referendum of
independence as a national policy priority, would cause many doubts in Montenegro, the region
and the international community. Montenegro is trying to be persuasive on the grounds that this
was not another national-romanticism movement, typical of the Balkans, but a serious attempt
to take responsibility for her future in our own hands. Therefore, Montenegro is a traditionally
fragmented society, and this division of Montenegrin society was evident during the democratic
referendum on 21st May in 2006. Distrust was in the region, especially in Serbia, as a partner in
the last binominal common state, and it was mostly expressed before Montenegro’s intention to
restore its independence.
Today Montenegro is a state that has not inherited only internal stability, but an important
factor for strengthened regional stability and is now the leader of the European and EuroAtlantic integration of the Western Balkans. After a long time, Slovenia and Croatia have gained
membership at the EU and NATO, and Albania has become a member of NATO. Today, Montenegro
is the head of the column for the rest of the Western Balkans that share the same European
aspirations, and is also the 29th member of NATO. When we talk about Montenegrin European
and Euro-Atlantic goals, we must have in mind that membership in the EU and NATO is not an
end concerning Montenegro’s political aspirations. Montenegro primarily received a symbolic
confirmation of the economic and democratic development, and this is why Montenegro was
actually very diligent in the implementation of those obligations during the previous period.
Montenegrin society underwent a democratic maturation in order to verify not only declarative
commitment to adopt the European and Euro-Atlantic standards, but to show that Montenegro
really knows how to responsibly manage the own political issues.
The main issue concerning the political situation in Montenegro is the struggle against
corruption and crime, which has become more present in local political context, while in some
areas it was being used as a whip and replacement for the political arguments. Corruption and
crime has become such a dominant issue in Montenegro and in the region, especially when
compared to other parts of the world. When it comes to the region, it is very important to close
the remaining open issues concerning the latest Balkan crisis, as soon as possible. Unfortunately,
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even today we are aware of the fact that Bosnia is still a non-functional state, which creates a
problem concerning regional cooperation, as well as the European and Euro-Atlantic integration.
The relations between Serbia and Kosovo are still poor, which creates a problem concerning
regional cooperation, as well as the European and Euro-Atlantic path. It is really important, with
the help of the international community, to focus on the remaining open issues in the whole
region in order to continue the dynamic process of European and Euro-Atlantic integrations.
This is, without a doubt, the most important interest of the region and NATO integrations in the
European Union, and our experiences from the recent past confirm this statement.
Our region does not have enough reliable self-regulating mechanisms of stability. However,
Montenegro is now on the road of becoming a stable society: it is now a member of NATO,
and is on the path of economic and democratic development. Hopefully, in the near future,
after overcoming the European crisis, Montenegro will be given a chance to show the dynamic
economic and democratic wins through the full process of European and Euro-Atlantic
integration.

to the Congress to overcome the Court’s decision in order to preserve a certain policy, giving the
Congress an option for future legislative acts.
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ABOUT CEAS
The Center for Euro-Atlantic Studies (CEAS) is an independent socio-liberal think-tank
organization founded in 2007 in Belgrade, Serbia.
The motto which the CEAS follows in its work is “Progress, Determination, Influence”.
We stand for:

– Adoption of the principle of the precedence of individual over collective rights, without
disregard for the rights which individuals can only achieve through collective action;

– Strengthening of the secular state principle and promotion of a faithless understanding of the
world;
– Development and preservation of a more open, freer, more prosperous and more cooperative
international order founded on smart globalization.
Our advocacy and research work is mostly focused on:

– Contemporary Serbian, Regional and Trans-Atlantic Foreign and Security Policies;
– Full Serbian membership in EU and NATO;

– Russian and other non-democratic influences on the stabilization and democratization of
Western Balkans;

– Importance of connection between security sector reform and transitional justice in the postconflict Balkans;

– Promotion of Responsibility to Protect, the international humanitarian and security doctrine;
– Overcoming of the democratic deficits of multiculturalism.

Among CEAS’s most popular reports are: “Eyes wide shut – Strengthening of Russian Soft Power
in Serbia– goals, instruments and effects” (2016), “The Missing Link: Security sector reform,
‘military neutrality’ and EU-integration in Serbia” (2014), “Guide through information security
in the Republic of Serbia” (2016), “Keeping up with the private security sector – II” (2015),
“Keeping up with the private security sector” (2013), “X Factor Serbia” (2013), “CEAS analysis The Law on Classified Information” (2015), “CEAS analysis - Security Vetting in Serbia” (2015),
“CEAS analysis - Protection of Whistleblowers in Serbia” (2015), “Extreme Makeover” (2014),
“10x in favor NATO” (2014), “CEAS analysis of the Law on Amendments of the Law on the
Security Intelligence Agency” (2014), “Putin’s Orchestra” (2014), “Putinization” (2014), etc.

CEAS is the only member from the Region of South-Eastern Europe to have full membership
in ICRtoP- the International Coalition for the Responsibility to Protect. The coalition brings
together non-governmental organizations from all over the world to collectively strengthen
the normative consensus for the doctrine of Responsibility to Protect (RtoP), with the aim of
better understanding this principle, pushing for the strengthened capacities of the international
community to prevent and halt genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against
humanity, and to mobilize the non-governmental sector to push for action to save lives in RtoP
country-specific situations.
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CEAS is a member of the Coalition for RECOM – a coalition comprising more than 1,800
organizations from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia
and Slovenia, advocating for the founding of the Regional Commission for establishing facts
about war crimes and other serious violations of human rights committed on the territory of
the former Yugoslavia between 1991 and 2001.
CEAS is among the most visible think-tanks in the Balkans, with a wide media, institutional and
social outreach. CEAS has been quoted in leading prominent liberal media such as The New York
Times, Washington Post, Politico, etc. In December 2016, CEAS Director Jelena Milic was elected
as one of the POLITICO 28 Most influential People in the annual POLITICO 28 list of people who
are shaping, shaking and stirring Europe.
CEAS programs have been so far supported by: Open Society Fund (OSF); Think Tank Fund,
Budapest; National Endowment for Democracy, USA; Rockefeller Brothers Fund, USA; European
Commission; Balkan Trust for Democracy – GMF, Serbia; NATO Public Diplomacy Division;
Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), Serbia; Royal Norwegian Embassy
in Belgrade; Visegrad Fund, Slovakia; Friedrich Nauman Foundation, Serbia; Friedrich Ebert
Foundation, Serbia; USA Embassy in Serbia.
For more information about CEAS, our team and activities please visit our web site www.ceasserbia.org and more information of an overview of all pending and completed projects can be
found directly at https://www.ceas-serbia.org/en/projects.
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ABOUT MESA10
Since its founding in 1992, MESA10 champions individual liberty, free market economy and
a government of limited powers. It promotes private initiative, individual rights, democratic
principles and values such as free competition, equality of chances, free enterprise, openness of
the economy and inviolability of private ownership. Thoughout its existence, MESA10 supports,
in diverse ways, economic and social reforms aimed at building a free society based on respect
for democratic principles and values. MESA10 and its members pushed for structural reforms
in economy, banking, judiciary, public finances and public administration. After Slovakia´s
integration into the European Union and the NATO in 2004, MESA10 strengthened its accent
on sharing Slovakia´s transitional and reform experience. It works on the projects involving
the EU and NATO member states, those aspiring to join them and countries, companies and
communities trying to shape, initiate or implement reforms.
MESA10 has a wide global and European cooperative network of partners and is able to
mobilize a variety of domestic experts. This enhances MESA10´s ability to fulfill its mission and
to promote democratic values.

MESA10 is an independent think tank, non-governmental, non-profit organization. Its name
denotes an abbreviation of Macro Economic and Social Analyses and symbolizes its 10 founders:
František Šebej, Pavel Hoffmann, Jozef Dančo, Mikuláš Dzurinda, Pavol Kinčeš, Jozef Kučerák, Ján
Langoš, Ivan Mikloš, Gabriel Palacka and Anton Vavro. In 1997, five years after its founding, the
legal personality of MESA10 changes – the new civic association had the following founding
members: Ivan Mikloš, František Šebej, Gabriel Palacka, Pavol Kinčeš and Viktor Nižňanský.
Among critical activities of MESA10 are:
• Elaboration of economic and social analyses and studies
• Provision of consultations

• Delivery of interviews, standpoints, reactions and comments to actual topics to the media
• Provision of consultations

• Organization of discussions, seminars, conferences and lectures
• Publication activities

Main areas of activities of MESA10 members are:
• Economic Development, Trade, Investment and Privatization

• Foreign Policy, International Relations and Development Cooperation
• Public Administration and Public Finance Reform

• Regional Development, Decentralization and Local Governance
• Social Security and Assistance, Pension and Tax Reform
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